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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
By BILL BELTON, AM

R

ECENTLY our association has
focused on our Australian Lowline
Herd Book and the role of the
Australian Lowline Cattle Association (ALCA) in protecting the
information of our members.
The creation of herd books or registers
in the 1800s for a number of early beef
cattle breeds led to breed societies.
Societies defined the rules for entry of
cattle and their pedigree in herd books and
undertook their ongoing maintenance,
providing traceability through generations
of breeding and enhancing the reputation
of breeds, societies and their members.
The Aberdeen Angus Herd Book formed
in the 1800s and was soon followed by its
society.
The pedigrees of the Australian Lowline
breed are traceable to those Aberdeen
Angus origins, thanks to the herd books of
successive societies and records of the
Trangie breed trials.
The primary purpose of the early breed
societies remains a critical function.
However, functions have evolved,
meeting varying requirements of their
members as breeds developed and breeding
practices and conditions inevitably altered.
The Australian Lowline Cattle Association has evolved from its beginning in
1992.
With its enthusiastic growth came the
inevitable breadth of diverse focuses.
With a rich history and experience and
in response to member feedback, the
association is now applying innovative
ways to increase value for all those involved
with Lowline cattle.
Looking to our future, two association
priorities now dominate.
Our first priority has been to extend the
promotion group (PG) coverage to all
ALCA members.
As well as adding value to your
membership, we felt our association would
be strengthened by engaging all members.
This will provide greater opportunity for
mutual support and the exchange of
knowledge, plus increase social interaction.
Where distances are greater, we are
encouraging interacting networks.
The success of PG activities and projects
will be enhanced, embracing both
successful and new innovations.
Greater sharing of the association’s
resources is also constructive.
The combined promotion efforts of a
greater proportion of our members should
stimulate breed and membership growth.
Secondly, with an emphasis on
significantly increasing the breed’s
commercial activity, ALCA has designed
internet-based marketing tools.
This exciting, user-friendly development

ADDING
VALUE FOR
BREEDERS
This exciting,
user-friendly
development will
certainly add value
for small or large
Lowline breeders
alike.
Australian Lowline Cattle Association president
Bill Belton, AM.

will certainly add value for small or large
Lowline breeders alike.
All will have the opportunity to
participate, to promote their product, to
find buyers and sellers, and to establish
breeding and commercial relationships.
We are looking forward to launching
this initiative. Increased commercial
activity will boost the reputation of the
Lowline breed within the cattle industry
and to meat consumers.
ALCA Council thanks all our members
who do so much for our breed and the
cattle industry by organising or
participating in activities such as promotion
groups, cattle committees, handlers camps,
shows and field days.
As a number of long-standing ALCA
members – substantial contributors to the
breed – retire from Lowline activity, we are
encouraged to see the increasing
involvement of youth, schools and new
members.
Our future association will be stronger
through our engaging, encouraging and
supporting these members.
The council wishes all members
increasing success and value from
your ALCA participation.

ALCA COUNCIL 2013-14
PRESIDENT: Bill Belton
Phone (03) 5989 8357 and +61 3 5989 8357
Email lowlines@beltons.com.au
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT: Gordon Guthrie
Phone (03) 3024 964 and +64 3 3024 964
Email gguthrie@xtra.co.nz
TREASURER: Maurice Butler
Phone (07) 3070 530 and + 64 7 3070 530
Email bbqranch@gmail.com
EXECUTIVE OFFICER: Aimee Klabe
Phone (02) 6773 3295 and +61 2 6773 3295
Email lowline@abri.une.edu.au
COUNCILLOR:
Michele Molloy
Phone (07) 4935 4033 and +61 7 4935 4033
Email mitchmay@bigpond.com
COUNCILLOR:
Julie Knight
Phone (03) 5828 6490 and +61 3 5828 6490
Email wanamara@westnet.com.au
COUNCILLOR:
Lucy Kuipers
Phone (02) 4777 4384 and +61 2 4777 4384
Email ellekaystud@hotmail.com
COUNCILLOR:
Tanya Falkenhagen
Phone (07) 5463 6734 and +61 7 5463 6734
Email tanview.limousins@bigpond.com
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PROMOTION
GROUPS:
NZ SOUTH ISLAND
Chairman Philip Worthington
McIntosh’s Road, RD1, Rangiora,
NZ. Phone (03) 313 6730.
Email woolstone@paradise.net.nz
Secretary Debbie Guthrie
729 Methven Hwy, RD 6,
Ashburton, NZ.
Phone (03) 302 4964.
Email gguthrie@xtra.co.nz

Starting out young

NZ NORTH ISLAND
Chairman Matthew Butler
PO Box 639, Whakatane 3158,
NZ. Phone (07) 307 0530.
Email lonestarlowlines@gmail.com
Secretary David Clee
348 Mahurangi West Road,
RD3, Warkworth, NZ.
Phone (09) 422 0492.
Email cleedavid@gmail.com
LOWLINE PLUS
Secretary Colin Schiller
PO Box 230, Cambooya,
Qld 4358.
Phone (07) 4634 3047.
Email colin.schiller@bigpond.com

NSW
Chairwoman Emma Germany
129 Captain Cook Drive, Willmot,
NSW 2770.
Phone 0425 311 066.
Email gbluejem_lowlines@
hotmail.com
Secretary Bill Kuipers
178 Kingshall Road, Mulgoa,
NSW 2745.
Phone (02) 4773 9502.
Email kuipersexc@bigpond.com.au
VICTORIA
Chairwoman Jeanette Stebbins
1109 The Boulevarde,
Princetown, Vic 3269.
Phone (03) 5598 8000.
Email stebbins@bigpond.com.au
Secretary Jo-Ann Jackson
310 Beenak Road, Yellingbo,
Vic 3139.
Phone 0407 811 002.
Email jojack2@bigpond.com
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Chairman Peter Fourer
PO Box 197, Glencoe, SA 5291.
Phone 0414 560 273.
Secretary Denise Moloney
PO Box 1902, Mt Gambier,
SA 5290.
Phone 08 8739 9273.
Email yenolom61@bigpond.com
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Chairman David Collins
PO Box 842, Northam,
WA 6401.
Phone (08) 9623 2343.
Email harcourt@avon.net.au

Queensland’s youngest and cutest Lowline breeders – Sophie, Mackenzie and Olivia Grundy.

By PENELOPE ARTHUR

Q

UEENSLAND’S youngest
and cutest Lowline breeders – Sophie, Mackenzie
and Olivia Grundy – are
continuing to take their
stud from strength to strength.
Little Miss Lowlines was founded
by the three Grundy sisters – now
aged 8, 7 and 5 – three years ago
with the purchase of three heifers
from Splityard Lowlines at Fernvale.
The girls had spent years following their parents, Troy and Susan
Grundy, around country shows as
they showed their Magnum
Droughtmaster Stud cattle, but
eventually decided they wanted a
stud herd of their own.
Their mother, Susan, encouraged the girls to consider Lowlines
because of their ease of management.
“The girls always wanted to be
involved in our stud but the cattle
were too big for them to show, so

we thought Lowlines would be a
good fit,” Susan said.
“They spent their first year
showing at country shows, but the
highlight of the year was Beef
2012. They exhibited three heifers
at Beef to win two seconds and
reserve champion junior heifer.
“Unfortunately, not long after
Beef, Splityard Flo died from pneumonia. She was featured on the
front page of the Lowline Journal
last year.”
Far from losing heart at the
death of Flo, the girls went on to
purchase a Lowline bull from the
Lockyer District High stud, named
Dazzarelli, after the Ekka.
The Little Miss Lowline stud
then relocated to the Grundys’ new
property near Kingaroy, where
Susan said the herd was continuing
to expand.
“Here they calved out their first
drop of calves just in time for
Christmas last year – two bulls and
a heifer,” she said.
“They were broken in by the
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We thought
Lowlines would
be a good fit.
girls and were taken with their
mothers to Kingaroy Show.
“We have had our first Dazzarelli
calf born this month with Splityard
Fleur having a heifer.
“The girls are eagerly awaiting
the arrival of the next babies and
are looking forward to a busy show
year. They plan to go to many
local shows and then on to Beef in
2015.”
Susan said developing the
Lowline stud had benefited their
whole family, as well as bringing
much joy to the girls.
“It’s something the girls can do
independently, but it has a connection to what we do so we get to
share it,” she said.
“They adore the cattle and
love working with them.”
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT

LOOKING TO
THE FUTURE
By AIMEE KLABE

I

N MARCH 2013, executive officer
Cheryl Green began her retirement
after 24 years of service to ABRI.
This event led to my commencement
in the position of executive officer for the
Australian Lowline Cattle Association
(ALCA).
The association has achieved several
goals in the past 12 months and is now
looking towards the future, ensuring that
our breed is viable for many years to come.
With our new constitution in place,
ALCA is implementing steps to involve all
members in promotion groups and encouraging all members to participate in state
events.
Networking with fellow members and
working with them to promote our breed is
what keeps our breed growing.
As Henry Ford said, coming together is a
beginning; keeping together is progress;
working together is success.
With our new youth member on council,
efforts are being concentrated to engage
all youth members and a youth Facebook
page has been set up to encourage communication between themselves.
The youth members are networking with
each other and building a great friendship,

which is pleasing to see. Our youth members are the future of the breed.
I am currently working on guidance
documents for ALCA members, ensuring
that members are equipped in all aspects of
the association.
Guidance on completing registration
forms, lease documents, utilising internet
solutions, completing online registrations
and accessing member’s areas on the website are all coming together.
I am encouraged by the enthusiasm
among councillors and am looking forward
to the 12 months ahead.
Projects are being completed and I am
happy to report that ALCA is moving
forward.
We continue to have member enquiries
and a constant stream of new members are
joining the association.
Although our membership trend has
fluctuated over the past few years, I am
confident we can turn this around to maintain a steady growth over an extended
period of time.
Below is a graph of the membership
numbers from 1999 to 2013 along with the
top 10 sires, based on progeny registrations in the ALCA herdbook.
I would like to thank everyone for their
continued support during my time with

Executive officer Aimee Klabe

I am encouraged
by the enthusiasm
among councillors
and am looking
forward to the
12 months ahead.
ALCA and I look forward to working with
you all in 2014.
All our goals can be achieved as long as
there are committed people working on
them. Remember that Confucius said “It
does not matter how slowly you go as long
as you do not stop.”

TOP 10 SIRES
Sire Identity
TRAM460
TRAM455
JENP010
TRAL204
BASS051
TRAJ222
ABFM046
MLSM007
ARDU088
BASQ007

Progeny
151
118
116
107
97
96
85
85
82
78
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PROFILE

Manuel Delia with his Lowlines on 5 acres at Oakville, north-west of Sydney.

A

SYDNEY couple are successfully combining the
small farm lifestyle with
their city careers – and all
within a stone’s throw of the big
smoke.
Oakville Lowlines’ Manuel and
Michele Delia spend their days a
world away from their hobby
cattle farm, something that has
become a welcoming escape for
the two.
With Mr Delia working in telecommunications and IT and Mrs
Delia as a project manager for a
logistics company, the two enjoy
time away from the office, spending weekends working with their
small herd of Lowline cattle.
After purchasing 5 acres of land
at Oakville, 50 minutes north-west
of Sydney, the Delias were looking
for something to put on their new
property.
“We bought some acreage and
were looking for something to put
on it,” Mr Delia said.
“We went to the Hawkesbury
Show and talked to some people,
and became interested in the
Lowline breed.”
What appealed to the Delias was
the Lowline’s “size and docility”,
and their ability as a lawnmower.
“They aren’t large – they’re suitable for small acreages,” Mr Delia
said.

PERFECT SIZE
FOR A HOBBY
“Lowlines are easy for calving
and there aren’t the hassles you get
with the bigger breeds – and you
can have more cows per acre.”
Because Lowline cattle are
smaller than their Angus ancestors,
producers can run more cattle per
hectare.
Where a breeder would usually
run six Angus cows, 10 Lowlines
can generally be housed.
The couple currently have six
cows flying the Oakville flag, but
for them, it’s just a hobby.
“We have sold a few here and
there – it’s great for the property,
but it really is just a hobby,” Mr
Delia said.
“It’s a diversion from the stresses
of work – it’s something different
to do on the weekends.”
He said the cattle were on rotation across a number of paddocks
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We have sold
a few ... it’s
great for the
property, but
it really is just
a hobby.
and even head up to the neighbour’s place to keep the grass
down.
After calving, cattle are given
some extra supplements such as
lick blocks, grains and fodder.
Mr Delia said the herd had
started hitting the show circuit,
courtesy of schools in the northwestern Sydney area.

“Kids from the local agricultural
schools come over and wash and
clip them, and practise parading
them to take to shows for competition.”
The Lowline breed has been
about since the 1960s, when the
NSW Department of Agriculture
began research and experimenting
with feed conversion rates for
Angus cattle at the Australian government’s Trangie Research
Centre.
The Lowline, which is not an
artificially miniaturised breed, was
released into the market in 1992.
Lowlines are becoming increasingly popular as a beef cattle breed
and its appeal is based on its carcase qualities of less back fat, marbling, tenderness, exceptional feed
conversion and its desirable
size for smaller properties.

PROFILE

Tree change right move
By BRONWYN FARR

T

Anne Pratt is enjoying breeding Lowline cattle on her property at Castle Rock in the NSW Upper Hunter.

“Once I got involved with them,
I really got sucked in. They are
lovely to work with,” Mrs Pratt
said.
“I think the main advantage is
ease of management for people
who are doing it on their own or
who don’t have wide experience.
“They are very easy on small
acreage; less taxing on the ground
and fencing; they don’t make a
huge footprint; they move slowly
and don’t dig things up; and they
finish really well on grass because
of their compact size.

“The bulls can get to 600kg or
700kg, quite beefy, quite a big
beast but on shorter legs, and their
temperament is great,” Mrs Pratt
said.
Amberwood is specialising in
packages, offering a young bull, a
cow with calf at foot and a heifer
pregnancy tested in calf, with
none of the females related to the
bull.
“They are ideal for smaller acreages, although there are some large
studs doing it in a big way,” she
said.

“There’s a market for the meat
with several outlets now specifying
Lowline only or first-cross Lowline
– their meat has a marbling distinction. They have been proven to be
really fertile animals over the
years.”
Mrs Pratt is farming 182ha and
leases an extra 36.4ha and also has
Charbray cattle at Inverell.
She took her Lowline cattle to
Merriwa Show last spring.
“They created a bit of a stir there
– the kids flocked to them,”
Mrs Pratt said.

QC1639198

RUNDLING across paddocks in an old Suzuki,
seeking out cattle sheltering
from summer heat under
shady trees, Anne Pratt is convinced she made the right decision
to relocate with her husband from
Sydney back to the family property at Castle Rock in the NSW
Upper Hunter.
The self-confessed animal
lover bred Australian ponies for
years at Dural in Sydney’s north
before experimenting with a
couple of Australian Lowline
cattle.
Mrs Pratt, whose husband,
Ian, is often away in Sydney
where he works as an accountant, found the best thing about
Lowlines was their docile nature
and compact stature meant she
could easily manage all the cattle work on her own.
The daughter of cattle farmers
Marj and Geoff Gowing, who are
now retired and living in Denman,
confesses the sheer joy of doing
things she loved in her childhood
on the family property has been
reignited.
Part of the family holding, with
the imposing Castle Rock formation overlooking it, Kailana is
now home to Amberwood
Lowlines, founded by Mrs Pratt
and her friend Jenny Lee, Merriwa.
The pair discovered a market
among those with small acreages
who wanted easy-to-manage cattle.
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SMALL BREEDS CATTLE SHOW

LOWLINES CELEBRATE
By KIM CHAPPELL

A

BOUT 60 head of small
cattle breeds were showcased as part of the inaugural Farm Services NSW
Small Breeds Cattle Show at the
Farming Small Areas Expo at
Hawkesbury in early November.
Australian Lowlines, Auslines,
Galloways, Belted Galloways and
Dexters filled the cattle area of the
Hawkesbury Showground, Clarendon, in Sydney’s north west, with
children visiting the site partaking
in calf capers and parader competitions.
The breeds shared the interbreed honours, with each breed
taking home at least one of the
broad ribbons under the judging
of Lee White, Llandillo Beef,
Bathurst.
Serena Downs Lowlines was the
only stud to take home two interbreed awards for senior bull and
female calf.
The two Lowlines were Serena
Downs Googolplex and Serena
Downs Holly, respectively, owned
by Christine and Michael Noel, at
Windsor Downs.
Googolplex is from one of
Serena Downs’ foundation cows,
Monte Allegro Roberta, which was
the reason the Noels started the
stud, Mrs Noel said.
“She’s the reason we bought a
Lowline herd,” Mrs Noel said.
“She continues to breed champions.”
Googolplex’s sire is a Victorian
bull, Elandra Park Sam.
Serena Downs Holly was on her

first showing and is from the
granddaughter of the stud’s foundation cow Serena Downs Lady

Abigail and was sired by Elandra
Park Fig Jam.
Mrs Noel said Holly was Fig

Jam’s first “baby on the ground”.
“She came out with the
‘look at me’ show presence.”

More than just show
wins, breeders say
THE inaugural Farm Services
NSW Small Breeds Cattle Show
at Hawkesbury in November has
been hailed by all involved a major
success.
While it was great to see the
Australian Lowlines come up
trumps in the all breeds, many
LEFT: Lucy and Lana Kuipers, Elle
Kay Lowlines, Londonderry, with
Elle Kay Gunargarang, and Betty
Higgins, Trungley Lowline Stud,
Bundanoon, NSW.
8 AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE CATTLE ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 2014

would argue the two-day event
was about much more than just
show ribbons.
Sisters Lucy and Lana Kuipers, of
Elle Kay Lowlines at Londonderry,
said the weekend highlighted the
vast enjoyment that the breeders
of small cattle draw from their
animals.
Lucy and Lana shared their
insights from the weekend with the
Australian Lowline Journal.
● To next page

HAWKESBURY GLORY
LEFT: The interbreed senior bull
award went to Serena Downs
Googolplex held by Bert Barrass,
Yass, and owned by Christine
and Michael Noel, Serena Downs
Lowline stud, Windsor Downs.
– Picture: KIM CHAPPELL, The Land.

BELOW: Interbreed female calf
went to Serena Downs Holly,
pictured with handler Bert Barrass,
Yass; owners Christine and
Michael Noel, Serena Downs
Lowline stud, Windsor Downs and
judge Lee White, Llandillo Beef,
Bathurst.

● From facing page

“One of the highlights of
the weekend for us was the
barbecue on Saturday night.
This provided the exhibitors and
their friends, across all four
breeds, to gather together for a
meal and to socialise, eat, drink
and generally just be merry. It
was a great success.”
Sunday was run at a slightly
slower pace, with just as
much enthusiasm and perhaps
an element of fun, flair and
creativity. The morning program
was focused on the youth
involved and started with a
paraders competition.
As a last minute addition, due
to the docility of the cattle and
enthusiastic pleading from
children and parents, organisers
put together a Pee Wee class of
paraders. This under-7s class
attracted several entries, the
youngest being two-year-old
Megan Germany, of Blue Jem
Lowlines. Megan paraded a
very compliant Lowline calf with
great confidence but for safety
purposes Dad was also firmly
attached to the calf’s lead.
In addition to the Pee Wee
class, there were also classes for
over-7 and under-12 class, open
13-17s and over 18 years.
It was a fantastic sight to see the
classes of small cattle all lined
up. Our black Lowlines certainly
stood out in the crowd! Second
on the morning program was a
very interesting and entertaining
calf capers class.

Breeds are
small but
big on joy
Among the entries were Batgirl
and Batcalf, Rudolph the
Reindeer with Santa and Mrs
Clause; Alice, The Mad Hatter
and the Cheshire Calf from Alice
in Wonderland.
It made for an interesting
spectacle not only for our small
breeds enthusiasts, but also
those who wandered into the
expo looking for information on
suitable stock for their land. It
proved a point that Australian
Lowlines are definitely familyfriendly animals.
The final chapter of the show
and ultimate high point of
competition was of course the
interbreed. All of the Australian
Lowline champions looked
great out in the ring through all
Interbreed Championships.
Massive congratulations go to
Chris and Michael Noel, who
took out two of the interbreed
awards with their Calf Champion
Female – Serena Downs Holly,
and also Senior Champion Bull
with Serena Downs Googolplex.
Not only were they the most
successful Lowline exhibitor,
they were the most successful
exhibitor of show.“
● Contact Lucy and Lana at Elle Kay

Stud: ellekaystud@hotmail.com

Quality stock available, either individually
or, as packages perfect for those interested
in introducing a strong basis from which to
grow their own herd.
Bulls, Cows with CAF & rejoined, Heifers
PTIC, unjoined Heifers available now.
The foundation stock for Amberwood
Lowlines included quality bloodlines from
Wanamara, Elle Kay & Mighty Studs, which,
over the years has enabled Amberwood to
produce an exceptional herd with a broad
range of genetics.

CONTACT ANNE ON 0418 493 775 Upper Hunter Valley Region amberwoodlowlines.com.au

QC1639371

BREEDERS OF REGISTERED AUSTRALIAN LOWLINE CATTLE
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READER’S STORY

A move from the
hectic pace of
Melbourne to the
peace and quiet
of the country
has proved a
life-changing
experience for
Vicki Gilbert and
her 14-year-old
nephew.
Matt Cooney
came to live with
Vicki on her farm
outside Melbourne
after discovering
that he shared
her passion for
Lowline cattle.
VICKI GILBERT
shares her story
with Australian
Lowline readers.

KEEN TEEN FINDS JOY
A

FTER
moving
from
Melbourne to a farm at
Kerrie seven years ago, I
had the fantastic opportunity to purchase Rotherwood
Lowline Stud.
The purchase included eight
head of cattle including the wonderful bull, Rotherwood Boxer, who
has since sadly passed on.
At the time I was living about an
hour-and-a-half from Melbourne.
My brother, his wife and their five
children would visit on a regular
basis. All but one of my nephews
had an interest in the country lifestyle and enjoyed spending time
with the horses, cattle and chooks.
My youngest nephew Matt, who
was about seven years old at that

time, had no interest at all and preferred to sit inside and play games
on the internet.
However, during the Christmas
of 2012, my brother’s family spent
Christmas Day with me here at
Cann River. After a wonderful lunch
it was time for me to do some farm
chores – one which included an
injection for Rotherwood Cherokee,
one of our bulls. I haltered Cherokee
and had to walk him through the
backyard where everyone was chatting at the table and Matt asked
what I was doing. I told him and
asked if he wanted to come over to
the yards to watch, and to my surprise he actually said yes!
From that day on he seemed to
want to help with any feeding and
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Matt was
hooked when
I asked him to
halter ... one
of my cows.
seemed genuinely interested in the
cattle for the rest of their stay with
me. About a week after they had been
back in Melbourne I had a call from
Matt asking if he could come back up
to stay for a week. I told him he could
as long as he promised he wasn’t
going to just sit around playing games
inside on the computer! I think Matt

was hooked when I asked him to
halter and walk one of my cows, a
placid female named Rotherwood
Flamingo Girl. Matt was a little
taken back and thrilled I had the
confidence in him to have a go.
Matt’s enthusiasm to learn and do
the hands-on work was astonishing
to me. He had such a natural connection with the cattle and has
proven it over and over. Matt
hinted one afternoon that he would
like to stay with me on the farm on
a permanent basis. I was a tad reluctant, as I love and am so used to
running the farm on my own. I literally wasn’t sure how I would cope.
After much thought and discussion with his parents, we all agreed
that he could stay and complete one

LEFT: Matt Cooney has discovered
a passion for Lowline cattle and
has moved to the country to share
that passion with his aunt.
RIGHT: Gary Turnham, Ken
Lorains, Sean Kallady, Annette
Walker and Andrea Falls
congratulate Matt Cooney on his
winning the Whitby Farm Lowlines
Encouragement Award at the Stud
Beef Victoria Handlers Camp. –
Photo courtesy Jessica Murphy, JM
Photography.

VICKI CONCLUDES
term at Cann River College. I felt
it was a very brave and mature
choice for a 14-year-old city boy.
Coming from a school of 1500
students to a grand total of 48 students at Cann River College
should have been a difficult adjustment but it was not the case for
Matt. His school work and social
skills improved dramatically.
Since Matt has been residing in
Cann River, he and I have developed a great personal and working
relationship.
We have similar work ethics and
work cattle well together. Often
no words need to be spoken for us
to understand each other.
I have taught Matt as much as
possible about cattle and he can’t
get enough. After breaking in a few
young bulls and heifers together,
Matt was successful in breaking in
his first young bull, Rotherwood
Hexam, for some newcomers to
the Australian Lowline industry at
Woodmancote Lowline Stud in
Noorinbee North. Owners Gary
and Annie were thrilled with what
Matt had achieved with their bull
after just a few weeks.
Hexam was broken to halter and
they took him home with the con-

Matt decided
he would love
to start his own
Lowline stud.
fidence they could continue on
with him. During this period, the
school term finished and it was
time for Matt to go back to Melbourne. He wasn’t looking forward
to getting back to the hustle and
bustle of the city but did miss his
family. I suggested he attend the
Stud Beef Victoria Handlers Camp
as I had done it myself and had
learnt quite a lot. Even though
Matt did not know anyone attending, he went with the enthusiasm
and confidence I now know that is
just a big part of who Matt has
become. Matt completed the
course extremely well.
He was fortunate enough that
Ken and Gill Lorains from Whitby
Farm Lowline Stud kindly had a
Lowline heifer for Matt to work
with during the course.
The feedback received from
instructors, colleagues and judges

was wonderful. I am very proud to
have Matt known as my nephew.
“He is just like a sponge soaking
up every bit of information he can
get” and “Matt is such a polite
young man” were just a few of the
comments.
Parents and family were invited
to a presentation luncheon on the
last day of the course. I was so
pleased that Matt’s parents and
family were there to see him
awarded the Whitby Farm Lowlines Encouragement Award.
As Matt was continuing to blossom here on the farm and at school
in Cann River, we had another family meeting and agreed that Matt
could stay for the rest of 2013.
Matt now has a great knowledge
of both the commercial and stud
side of the beef industry. He also
has a wealth of knowledge on running a small business such as the
record keeping, paying accounts,
doing the BAS and working with
ALCA.
Matt is very competent at breaking cattle in, drenches (oral and
pour on), injections, tagging, paddock management and many other
aspects of farming. Matt is also
learning the complexity of choos-

MY time with Matt over the past
year has reinforced to me just
how important it is for young
people to have inspiration and
the confidence to go where the
heart is – anything is possible!
I am very confident that Cann
Valley Lowline Stud will be a
stud that will one day be highly
regarded.

ing bloodlines and what to look for
when selecting animals for joining.
He has purchased his own Angus
cow with an Angus Lowline cross
heifer at foot, which will be sold
locally for meat.
Matt decided he would love to
start his own Lowline stud. When
he was trying to think of a name
for his stud I suggested that the
name should mean something special to him. Matt decided on Cann
Valley Lowline Stud because that
was where he had fallen in love
with our beautiful Lowlines and
where he and his life had changed
in such a positive direction.
Matt has also purchased a wellbred heifer, Rotherwood Hula
Girl, and he is planning on taking
her to Sydney Royal Easter
Show in 2014.

ASHMORE
LOWLINE
STUD
AVAILABLE FOR SALE
HEIFERS

LICENSED SEMEN
(AU, NZ, EU)

QC1638445

BULLS

Gordon & Debbie Guthrie | Ashburton, New Zealand | Phone: +64 3 302 4964 | Email: gguthrie@xtra.co.nz
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SCHOOL STUD

Cattle bring
students
together

Breeders group led by Joe Robinson and Loc-Hi Hero at the 2013 Gatton
Show.

Judy Collin with the 2013 Lockyer District High School cattle show team.

BY PENELOPE ARTHUR

L

OCKYER District High
School agricultural science
teacher, Judy Collin, said
the sense of achievement
her students feel when they have a
win in the show ring shouldn’t be
underestimated.
Situated in the picturesque
Lockyer Valley in South East
Queensland, Lockyer District
High School is home to Loc-Hi
Lowlines, which has been operating for more than 10 years.
The stud currently includes 20
head of Australian Lowlines,
including a breed bull and show
bull.
Ms Collin said the stud herd is
used to educate the school’s agriculture students, and is the pride
and joy of the school’s show team.
“Our aim is not to win classes or
have the best-looking cattle in the
show ring, but to promote leadership, responsibility and teamwork
among the students,” she said.

Loc-Hi Lowlines at the 2013
Rosewood Show.

“We want the students to use the
cattle to work together.
“The sense of pride they have in
the cattle is wonderful to see.
“When they walk out with a
champion ribbon, they almost
have tears in their eyes.”
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At the core of the school’s cattle
program are the 10 students nominated to be part of the show team.
Ms Collin said any students in
years 9 to 12 who are studying ag
science, have acceptable behaviour
and show an interest are able to
nominate to join.
“At the moment I am running a
trial for next year’s show team and
I have 15 to 20 students interested
in joining,” she said.
“But I do need to cap it at 10
students because I am the only
teacher who attends the shows
with the students.”
Ms Collin said the students
attend a number of shows on the
West Moreton show circuit and
become “like a family” by the end
of the show season.
“Because we camp over at the
shows together we end up becoming like a bit of a family,” she said.
“The students develop a really
great sense of teamwork. It’s also
different for me when I am teaching these students – we develop a

respect for one another and they
know when to draw the line with
me.”
The 2013 show circuit was a
busy and successful one for Loc-Hi
Lowlines.
Ms Collin said the students won
several champion ribbons and two
grand champions.
“We did four local shows as well
as the Ekka, where we won a class,”
she said.
School budget constraints have
restricted AI and embryo transfer
programs in recent years, but Ms
Collin said the students learn
plenty from exposure to normal
animal-husbandry practices.
“The bull only goes in for two
months, December and January, so
that we have a tight calving period
after the show season,” she said.
“The kids do all the ear tagging,
tattooing and pierce the noses of
the bulls. They tell me when it is
time to wean – we try to get them
to run the program as much
as possible.”

MANAGEMENT

Steering away from bulls
By JULIE KNIGHT, WANAMARA
LOWLINES

T

HE question of whether to castrate a bull
is one asked often by Lowline breeders
when they find a cute bull calf in the
paddock.
But in many cases the answer comes from
sentiment rather than practicality.
On Wanamara Farm where we have 50-plus
calves per year, I will usually only keep one or
two bulls out of that drop of calves. Steers are a
reliable product that will add a valuable income
for the farm, whether it be from selling weaner
steers, finished steers or lawn mowers (pets) to
people on a few acres.
Steers don’t have to be kept as long as bulls
before they can be sold (therefore don’t cost as
much to feed) and can be sold when weaned, or
as finished steers (14 to 16 months old). Unlike
bulls, your steers can be run with unjoined cows
and heifers without the risk of pregnancy. You
also don’t have the problem of them getting
bored, fighting or trying to find female company in neighbouring paddocks.
The fact that a bull calf may have been sired
by a “champion” bull or the dam is a “champion”
cow, is no reason for the calf to be kept as a
bull. Not all bulls are going to be champions.
You need to be very discerning about the
qualities you want in a bull and only keep the
very best. The product of good genetics will
always make the best steers and will probably

Julie Knight looks over one of her Lowline
carcases in the chillers at Hardwicks Abattoir at
Kyneton, Victoria.

Michael Noel of Serena Downs Lowlines, Windsor Downs, NSW, sashes the grand champion
Lowline female, Wanamara Tilly Devine, exhibited by Julie Knight, Wanamara Lowlines, Major
Plains, Vic.

If you only have one
or two steers per
year, they may feed
your family, and ...
that is a big saving
for the year.
produce the best meat for your market or even
for your family and friends.
If you are interested in finding out the real
eating qualities of the steers you are producing,
carcase competitions are a great source for this
information where the data provided by the
competition will help prove the quality of what
you are breeding. This data can also be used in
the promotion of your stud.
The choice of castration method for your bull
calves may depend on whether you want to do
it yourself or get someone else to do it for you.
Options may be:
● A cattle vet will castrate your bulls, but at a
price.
● If you have a reliable local stock agent you use
for selling cattle, they may come out and castrate your bulls for you as part of their business.
● Contact an experienced cattleman in your
area and ask them to do it for you.
● Do it yourself using castration equipment that
can be purchased online through cattle equipment web sites. There are different types of
‘banders’ available – talk to other Lowline
breeders for preferences.
● Borrow or hire a bander from another Lowline
breeder. This is a relatively common practice
and they will advise you on how the process
works.
Castration of bull calves can be done using a

lamb castrating ring at one to two months of
age but after this it is suggested that castration
equipment for cattle be used as they have larger
rings for the larger testicles (which our Lowlines
seem to have). If done about four to five months
old, the calf has had the benefit of natural testosterone for growth before being castrated,
and this will make a better steer.
Castration should be done in cooler weather
so flies don’t cause irritation and encourage
infection. Calves must be vaccinated with a
5-in-1 or 7-in-1 vaccination before and at the
time of castration to help safeguard against
infection.
If you only have one or two steers per year,
they may feed your family, and with the price
of meat through the butchers, that is a big saving for the year.
Other markets for steers include:
● People wanting ‘easy to manage cattle’ for
their small farm, who don’t want the problem of
cows that come into season, but want the grass
kept down.
● Sell as pets (but make sure there are two for
company).
● Sell as weaner calves from the farm gate to
others.
● Find a butcher who will cut/pack meat to sell
to family/friends/clients.
● Sell finished steers to others and do an onfarm kill (perhaps invite purchasers to come to
the farm and help pack the meat or have a
BBQ).
● Find an outlet/butcher to buy steers direct
from the farm.
● Form a group with other Lowline breeders in
your area. Work together and develop a market
for your steers. This way you should be able to
provide a continuous supply of steers for your
market, which is what is needed if supplying a
food chain.
There are various ways you can market your
steers – meat means money. You are only
limited by your imagination.
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PROFILE

Steer cost
stacks
up for
home kill
By FARMER LIZ

I

AM often asked whether it is
really worth raising a beef steer
for home meat consumption, so
when we had a steer butchered a
few weeks ago, I decided to weigh
all the cuts of meat and calculate
the value of the product versus the
approximate cost of raising the
steer, so that I could work out if it
was worth doing.
We live on eight acres (3.23 ha.)
and keep a few steers and two
house cows. We feed a little grain
each day to keep the cattle tame,
and the occasional round bale in
winter when our pasture dies back.
Apart from that our costs are
minimal.
In future we will fatten the calves
from our house cows for meat, but
we bought this steer before we got
the cows. If you have to buy a
weaner steer, they are about $200
to $300, depending on size and
breed. A poddy calf is cheaper, but
you will pay most of the extra in
milk powder, unless you have a
source of milk.
We pay a butcher to slaughter
and butcher the animal on our
property. This means that the meat
can’t leave our property, but we
like the fact that the steer doesn’t
have to travel anywhere, he dies
happy eating some grain. We also

like the fact that we know for sure
that we get the meat from our
steer, which can be a problem if
you send the animal away.
We vacuum pack most of the
meat, so we pay a bit extra for the
thicker bags. We also like a few
extras such as natural sausage skins,
so we buy these additional to the
butcher costs – see table below.
Another cost which I haven’t
factored into this analysis is freezers. Our 500L and 250L freezers
cost about $300 to $500 each (it all
depends on the brand, and you can
get them second-hand). We turn
off the small one as soon as we
empty it, so that helps with power
consumption.
While this is a big up-front cost,
I hope that they are going to last
around 10 years each, which means
the contribution to the annual cost
is relatively small. Our power bill
also increased by about $100 a
year due to running both freezers.
I weighed each cut of meat as I
packed them and used a table of
costs from a local butcher to calculate the value of all the meat.
I was surprised to find that it
came to a total of nearly $3000,
with an average cost of $4.80/kg
across all the meat. This was without considering other products
such as the hide and manure produced while the animal was alive.

Cost
Cost
Cost
over
Cost

of the animal
to feed grain and hay
2 years
to butcher

doing from an economic perspective, even if I left out some costs.
As for the time involved, steers
are very low maintenance. As long
as they have enough pasture and
water and good fences, they do not
require daily attention.
The biggest demand on time is
the butchering process, which is
usually an afternoon with the
butcher to slaughter the animal
and then a morning a few days
later to butcher the animal and
pack all the meat.
You also need to organise to
dispose of the waste, which usually
means a few hours digging a hole
in the back paddock. If you do
have a small farm, raising a steer is
a good way to produce cheap meat
for your own consumption. I didn’t
have a chance to get into the detail
of caring for a steer in this article,
but it is important to research this
and make sure you have the time
and resources available.
● The author Farmer Liz lives on

eight acres in south east Queensland,
Australia, with her husband Peter and
two dogs. They have a passion for
small-scale organic farming and producing and eating real food. They keep
chickens, beef steers, two jersey cows
and a big vegetable garden. Liz writes
a blog about their farm to both inspire
and help others who are interested in
self-sufficiency. Visit it at www.eightacres.blogspot.com.au/ –Story
courtesy: Farm Style Australia.

Value
$200-300
$500
$500

Bags and extras like sausage $100
skins
Total cost

These are things that you may
not buy if you didn’t have a steer
killed, but when you have access to
these as by-products, they do have
value. We didn’t keep the hide
from this steer, but previously we
have tanned a hide and produced a
nice rug. If you were to buy the
hide it is worth about $25, but the
rug would be worth $200 to $300,
with very little additional cost
apart from our labour.
One point to note is that you
get the full range of cuts of meat,
and for some people this will mean
learning a few new recipes.
A friend commented to me a
while ago that they don’t eat sausages very often. When you have
40kg of sausages in the freezer,
you have to find a way to eat them
all! We give most of the offal to
our dogs, but some people will
value this as a tasty extra.
Obviously, some of the nicer
cuts are a little scarce, such as the
eye-fillet, but a good slow cooker
will help you to create some delicious meals from all the tougher
meat. It is a bit of a change of culture compared to buying meat as
you need it, but you soon get used
to having all those options right at
home in your own freezer.
Given that the cost to raise the
steer was about half the value of
the products, it is clearly worth

$1300-1400

Product
BBQ steak/casserole
Blade roast
Eye fillet
Fresh silverside
Rolled roast
Rib fillet
Rump
Sirloin
T-Bone
Topside roast
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Price/kg
$8.99
$8.99
$31.99
$8.99
$7.99
$28.99
$17.99
$20.00
$17.99
$8.99

kgValue
$287.68
$98.89
$127.96
$179.80
$167.79
$289.00
$242.87
$100.00
$161.91
$188.79

Product

Y-Bone
Sausages
Mince
Soup bones
Kidney
Heart
Liver
Dog bones$
Tallow
Total value

Price
$7.99
$7.50
$9.99
$5.95
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$2.80
$2.00

kgValue

$87.89
$300.00
$459.54
$459.54
$10.00
$5.00
$10.00
$84.00
$12.00
$2808.12

NZ EVENTS

Bright future on horizon
By JUDY SAINSBURY

show Lowline cattle.
Today she is sought after
as a handler by many breeds
ROM
Triple
M
and has a mantelpiece of
Lowline stud, a tiny
handling trophies.
farmlet in Eltham,
Katherine confidently
South Taranaki, 15and patiently trains all of
year-old Katherine Moore
the young stock at Triple
travels New Zealand’s North
M, a small holding of just
Island, competing with her
under 5 acres made up of 14
family’s Lowlines in all breeds
small paddocks with a small
and youth handler events.
stream and a set of yards
Her hard work paid off at
built for sheep, but which
the 2013 New Zealand Royal
work well with smaller catShow at Feilding, Manawatu,
tle. The Moore family runs
when judge Ross Canning
four Lowline cows and
from Victoria awarded her the
calves plus a few breeding
North Island Lowline Breeders Katherine Moore, winner of the North Island
Lowline Breeders Group Cup for best handler
ewes to cross-graze, keep the
Group Cup as the best Lowline under 18 at the NZ Royal Show, with Matthew
paddocks clean and put meat
handler under 18.
Butler, who was second. In New Zealand, red
in the freezer.
Second was Matthew Butler signifies a first prize.
The Lowlines are stripof Whakatane. The class was
grazed Kiwi dairy farm style
judged over all the rings comshow experience with Lowlines
peted in for the day, which meant came at Kumeu, Auckland, in 2008 behind two wire electric fences,
which stop them getting on their
that the young handlers prepared when she was 10 years old.
and paraded cows, calves, bulls and
With encouragement from the knees and grazing further than
two-year-olds.
judge, the late Tammy Breuer, intended. Paddocks are regularly
Starting with school calf compe- she became hooked, and there- harrowed (New Zealand has no
titions in 2006, Katherine’s first after wanted only to handle and dung beetles to break down
manure) and topped and rotation-

F

SALLY’S POIGNANT WIN
RECEIVING the Tammy Breuer
Memorial Cup for the Best
Lowline Exhibit at the 2013 New
Zealand Royal Show created
a poignant moment for Sally
Yearbury, Ploughbright Stud,
Cambridge.

Judge Ross Canning, Victoria,
commented favourably on the
line-up of 30 animals, the biggest
turnout of Lowlines ever held in
New Zealand.

Wanamara Farm
Consistently Producing Quality

Wanamara
Tilly Devine
2013 Royal Sydney
Easter Show
Junior & Grand
Champion Female

NZ ROYAL SUCCESS:
A proud Sally Yearbury poses with
best Lowline exhibit and supreme
champion Lowline, Ploughbright
Chatterbox, and judge Ross
Canning at the 2013 New
Zealand Royal Show.

Senior champion and reserve
bulls were won by Compak Black
Stud of Feilding; junior champion bull by Rancho Radiata,
Warkworth; and reserve by
Casablanca.
The show was held at Feilding in
the Manawatu.

1639270

That placing was repeated at
the New Zealand Royal Show
where Chatterbox, now six, was
champion senior female, and
Sahara, now seven, her reserve.
Ploughbright’s entry also won
junior champion female, with
Casablanca taking reserve.

ally fertilised in spring and autumn
in a lifestyle which also accommodates a 28-year-old horse bred by
mother Sandy, a huge vegetable
garden, chooks, cats, dogs and
even breeding goldfish. Sandy
works full time while Katherine
has school and pamphlet runs, so
hours for cows are usually in the
evenings and weekends, more so
when the show season is looming.
“We’re so pleased that we chose
Lowlines,” Sandy said. “They don’t
make a mess in winter and are easy
to handle, lack calving problems
and are free from the metabolic
problems that bigger animals
exhibit on this rich country. I just
wish that we had a few hills
for them to build muscle on.”

Stud, commercial & cross-bred cattle at realistic prices.
Bulls, females & semen for sale

Her winning cow, Ploughbright
Chatterbox (which was also
champion senior female and
supreme champion Lowline),
had its first outing when Tammy
Breuer judged at the Kumeu A&H
Show, Auckland, in 2008.
On that occasion, Chatterbox,
while only a calf, won junior
champion female over Judy and
David Sainsbury’s yearling heifer,
Casablanca Sahara.

We’re so
pleased that
we chose
Lowlines.

Wanamara
Whos My
Daddy
2013 Royal Sydney
Easter Show
Reserve Junior
Champion Bull

+VMJF(SFH,OJHIUt.BKPS1MBJOT OFBS%PPLJF 7JD
Phone: (03) 5828 6490 Julie: 0427 539 795
&NBJMXBOBNBSB!XFTUOFUDPNBV
XXXXBOBNBSBMPXMJOFDPNBV
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Introducing the 2013 Lo
LEFT: The 2013
Royal Queensland
Show judge, Krystelle
Ridley, Condobolin,
NSW, and
associate judge Ria
Garside, Clermont,
sash the grand
champion Australian
Lowline cow or
heifer, Tanview
Hot Lady. RNA
councillor Alastair
Bassingthwaighte
presents the Elders
shield of excellence
to handler Nick
Kliese, Boonah.
The 2013 Canberra Royal Show grand champion Lowline bull, Serena
Downs Fred Bull, exhibited by Serena Downs Lowline Stud, Windsor,
NSW.

Grand champion Australian Lowline female,
Urila Heidi, at the 2013 Royal Melbourne
Show.

The 2013 Sydney Royal Show grand
champion Lowline bull, Elle Kay Gunargarang,
exhibited by Lucy and Lana Kuipers,
Londonderry, NSW.

The 2013 Royal Adelaide Show grand champion Lowline female,
Barossa Diva, exhibited by Susan Yates, Mt Crawford, SA.
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The 2013 Sydney Royal Show grand
champion Lowline female, Wanamara Tilly
Devine, exhibited by Julie Knight, Majors
Plains, Victoria.

The 2013 Royal Adelaide Show grand champion Lowline bull, Barossa
Henry, exhibited by Susan Yates, Mt Crawford, SA.

owline grand champions

The 2013 Canberra Royal Show grand champion Lowline
female, Serena Downs Lady Abigail, exhibited by Serena
Downs Lowline Stud, Windsor, NSW.

BELOW: The 2013 Royal Melbourne grand champion Lowline
bull, O’Hara Master Gerald, exhibited by Tracy Hall, Crows
Nest, NSW.

Associate judge Ria Garside, Clermont, judge Krystelle Ridley, Condobolin,
NSW, and Sharon Coome, Crimson Park Lowlines, Rockhampton, sash the
grand champion Australian Lowline bull,Tanview Fair Dinkum, exhibited by Tanya
Falkenhagen, Tanview Lowlines, Boonah, at the 2013 Royal Queensland Show.

The Royal Queensland Show 2013 grand champion Australian Lowline
heifer, Tanview Hot Lady, with handler, Nick Kliese, Boonah, and her
dam, Tanview Fair Lady, which was the champion senior cow with
her two-and-a-half week old calf, Tanview Jumbuck. Exhibitor Tanya
Falkenhagen, Tanview Lowlines, Boonah, leads the cow and Kaz Arndt,
Brisbane, leads the calf.

Stock for Sale
Bulls for Lease

Champion Genetics
Ross French
M 0407 670 233
E ross@bigbosslowline.com

bigboss
lowline.com
1636718

.BSHBSFU8PPEt5SBOHJF
 t

Big Boss Lowline

QC1637379

Goin’ West?
Goin’ Country?
Goan
Lowlines!

MALENY QLD
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DAKABIN STUD

Dakabin State High School show team members
Tamara Holstein, Dhana Stokes and Zane Austin
with some of their prized Lowline stud animals.

By PENELOPE ARTHUR

W

HEN agricultural science teacher Fiona
Lester talks about the
Australian Lowlines
under her care at Dakabin State
High School, her passion for the
breed quickly becomes apparent.
But Mrs Lester admits to not
always being so fond of the breed
that has now captured her heart.
“We started the stud in 2002
and at the time I didn’t think much
of Lowlines, but as time has gone
on and I have seen how Lowlines
allow the kids to work with them
and get more confidence working
with cattle, I have become very
impressed with them as a breed,”
she said.
“They are docile and easy to
handle but they aren’t push-overs.
“The students still have to be on
the ball when they are working
with them.
“They are a really valuable learning tool.”
Based on Brisbane’s north side,
Dakabin State High School is
home to Dakabin Lowlines, a stud
herd that now includes two bulls
and six breeding females.
The school is situated on about
8ha and has the use of another
16ha of council-owned land
nearby.
Mrs Lester said the idea to operate an Australian Lowline stud
came after a group of students
were invited to attend a Lowline

School Lowline
team prove
high achievers
Lowlines allow
the kids to
work with them
and get more
confidence.
camp. “At the end of the camp the
hosts donated an embryo and
Margo Hayes from Vitulis Lowline
Stud supplied a recipient cow and
then kindly donated the calf,
Dakabin Magic Pudding,” she
said.
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“That was the first animal in our
stud herd and since then we have
worked with quite a few local
Lowline breeders who have lent us
bulls and helped us develop our
herd.”
About 25 students are currently
involved in the school’s show
team, which had a busy 2013 season attending 12 shows across the
south east.
“We start with the Kilcoy Show
in April and we do approximately
12 shows through to the Ekka and
every third year we go to Rockhampton for Beef Australia,” Ms
Lester said.
“The students are responsible for
the training of all the show cattle.”

Students learn how to train them
to be led on a halter, wash and
groom them, and prepare them for
the shows.
“They are also involved in the
day to day husbandry practices
needed to manage and keep the
cattle healthy,” Ms Lester said.
“We had a fairly successful year
this year.
“We won supreme small breeds
cow and/or bull in show at
Sunshine Coast, Kilcoy, Rocklea,
Redcliffe, Pine Rivers as well as a
few other local shows.
“It’s great for the kids to have a
win. They get a lot of joy and a
sense of achievement when
they do.”

NEW GENERATION

School heifer top of class
LEFT: Ballarat
Grammar
students Matt
Pearson, Ali
Miodragovic and
Kiah Sutherland
with judge
Ross Canning.
Their teacher
Matt Dickenson
was more than
pleased with
the result. Mr
Dickenson said
the students
worked hard
on the school’s
farm during the
week to prepare
the cattle for
competitions,
having attended
the National
Beef, Bendigo
and Sydney
Royal Shows in
2013.

It’s important
the students
see other
breeders and
how big the
competition
can be.
Australia and New Zealand.
Although Ballarat Grammar
took home the title of highest
scoring entry of the On Farm
Challenge, accolades were shared
among breeders.
Peter and Jeanette Stebbins,
Ardrossan, cleaned up with their
bull entries taking home first place
in two of three classes.
Ken and Jill Lorrains, Whitby
Farms, also had a good day, taking
home first places for their ninemonth-old bull calf and four-yearold cow Whitby Farms Lilly.
Tonia and David Goodman,
Billabouri, used the competition as
a learning opportunity, having
only been breeding Australian
Lowlines for a short time. “We
have the scores and now we can go
home and look at the cattle and
learn,” Mrs Goodman said.
● Full results: www.lowlinecat-

tleassoc.com.au

Ardrossan Lowline Stud’s
22 year old Breeding Programme
specialises in producing cattle suitable for both
Stud and Commercial applications.
With our stock winning Cow and Bull sections of the

2013 Inaugural On Farm Challenge
we feel confident our stock will enhance
your Lowline herd

Jeanette & Peter Stebbins
1109 The Boulevarde, Princetown, Vic
Ph (03) 5598 8000
Email: stebbins@bigpond.com.au
www.ardrossanlowline.com.au

QC1637941

A

DEDICATED group of
school students claimed the
top prize in the 2013
Australian Lowline On
Farm Challenge.
An impressive 15 studs and
almost 100 head of cattle were
entered in the Southern Region
Promotion Group’s inaugural onfarm challenge.
However, it was an entry from
Ballarat Grammar that impressed
judge Ross Canning the most.
Mr Canning, a Western District
beef producer and renowned stud
beef judge, took on the task and
named 22-month-old heifer
Ballarat Grammar Gwendolyn the
overall winner.
Students Matt Pearson, Ali
Miodragovic and Kiah Sutherland
attended the presentation with
their teacher Matt Dickenson and
were more than pleased with the
result. Mr Dickenson said the students worked hard on the school’s
farm during the week to prepare
the cattle for competitions, having
attended the National Beef,
Bendigo and Sydney Royal Shows
in 2013.
“It’s important the students see
other breeders and how big the
competition can be,” he said.
The cattle program is part of
Ballarat Grammar’s VCE agriculture
course, which has 60 students.Their
passion for agriculture is enhanced
and has seen a number take up agricultural studies at universities in
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AROUND THE ROYAL SHOW RINGS
By MIKE FOLEY

A

USTRALIAN Lowline cattle are more than a hobby
for NSW Hawkesbury resident Chris Noel.
Mrs Noel breeds Lowline cattle
on 22ha at Serena Downs, Windsor
Downs, with her husband Michael.
They began with five breeding
females, a bull and a steer bought
from a small dispersal sale in
Victoria when they took to the
land in 2006.
“Now we have got 45 head on
the property and we enter competitions with Bede Polding College
(secondary school in Windsor)
and we are doing very well in the
steer market,” Mrs Noel said.
“I love my Lowlines. It’s probably been life-saving for us. We
both work in health and it is an
absolute balance for us to be able
to go home, work on the property,
watch the herd grow and look out
for the next baby.
“We work long hours and we do
farm with the headlights when
there is no daylight saving, but we
wouldn’t have it any other way.”
Mrs Noel said Lowlines were
“quite manageable” for people of
“our vintage”. “I would like to stress
that Lowlines are not miniature –
they are a small breed – but they
have an even temperament.”
Mrs Noel said there were some
initial challenges when they took
their first steps with Lowlines.
“My husband grew up in the
wild bush of Vaucluse. I come from
a dairy farming background on the
north coast, but relocated to the
city when I was six. We bought our
property for horses, but they are
now on a permanent sabbatical at
my farrier’s property because we
needed the room for our cattle.
“We had attended the local
TAFE to learn how to keep the
property and were inspired by the
teacher there who had her own
cattle. When we bought the property, we soon realised that not

‘Hobby’ life-saver

An absolute
balance ... to
watch the herd
grow.
even five horses were going to
keep the grass down, but the property came with a set of cattle yards.
“We thought ‘oh well, we will do
this properly and get some purebred cattle’. It didn’t take long to
edge the horses out completely.
“Initially, we thought we were
getting a couple of steers to keep
the grass down and put beef in the
freezer.”
Mrs Noel said that prior to taking the leap into Lowlines, they

Chris and Michael Noel, Bede Polding agriculture teacher Nicole Evans
and three students at the 2013 Canberra Royal.

had attended shows to look at
breeds and decided then to support agriculture in schools. “We
made a conscious decision when
we bought Lowline cattle that if
we ever had a successful stud, it
would be very important to us to
support the agriculture movement
in schools.
“We have a wonderful relationship with Nicole Evans, the agriculture teacher at Bede Polding.
“I take my hat off to Nicole and
the school for supporting Nicole,
because I have spoken to people in
other areas and how long they can
keep the support for agriculture
programs depends on the principal
and the staff.”

The high point in the Noels’
career in Lowlines came this year,
winning the light domestic carcase
at the National Capital Domestic
Steer and Heifer Competition with
the Bede Polding team.
“We are doing extremely well
with our stud for our purebred
Lowlines. We’ve won champions
at Sydney, Bathurst and Canberra
Royals this year so far.
“The highlight, apart from taking supreme at Canberra and
Bathurst, was we prepared three of
our crosses with the school – two
steers and heifer – and took them
for the first time to Canberra and
one won the carcase competition.”

Canberra takes the honours
Junior bull: Serena Downs
Googolplex, Serena Downs,
Windsor, NSW. Res: Whitby
Farm Kilkenny, Whitby Farm,
Zeerust, Vic.

Junior female: Serena Downs
Glamour Puss, Serena
Downs. Res: Serena Downs
Georgie Girl, Serena
Downs.

Senior and grand bull and
supreme: Serena Downs Fred
Bull, Serena Downs. Res: Elle
Kay Gunargarang, Elle Kay,
Londonderry.

Senior and grand female:
Serena Downs Lady Abigail,
Serena Downs. Res: Wigram
Sweet Shiraz, Wigram, Mulgoa,
NSW.

LEFT: Michael and Christine Noel, Serena Downs Lowlines, Windsor
Downs, NSW, with senior and grand champion bull and supreme
exhibit Serena Downs Fred Bull, with sponsor Jason Sutherland,
International Animal Health Products, Berrima, NSW, and handler Alex
Duke, Windsor Downs.
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AROUND THE ROYAL SHOW RINGS
DEBUT exhibitors Susan and
Alan Yates, Barossa Lowlines,
Mount Crawford, flew the flag
for Australian Lowlines at the
2013 Royal Adelaide Show.
The Yates had expected bigger
numbers after the breed's strong
showings in previous years, but
they found themselves as the only
exhibitors. Their 14-month-old
bull outclassed their 12-monthold heifer for supreme exhibit
because of his superior hindleg
structure. Both exhibits were sired
by Allambie Dam Good.
“They are both fine examples of

Solo debut at Adelaide
LEFT: Susan Yates, Barossa
Lowlines, Mount Crawford
(second left) with her supreme
exhibit Barossa Henry held by
Emma Kerrigan, Kanmantoo.
They are with judge Scott
Ferguson, Nobby, Qld, and
Australian Lowline Cattle
Association president Bill
Belton, Melbourne.
the breed and both cover a lot of
ground and are proud doing it,
but the bull just handles his back

legs a bit better than the female,”
judge Scott Ferguson said. “He
is a great mover with a great

outlook, well put together and
good length of hip to pin.” After
buying a small property nine
years ago the Yates researched
beef breeds before picking the
Lowline. “They have a lovely temperament, are easy to handle and
their meat is pretty good being
fine-grained,” Ms Yates said.
Adelaide Royal – Judge: Scott
Ferguson, Nobby, Queensland.
Exhibitors: 1. Entries: 2. Grand
champion bull: Barossa Henry, Barossa
Lowlines, Mount Crawford. Grand
champion female: Barossa Diva,
Barossa Lowlines. Junior champion bull:
Barossa Henry. Junior champion female:
Barossa Diva.

Royal success for sisters
Y

OUNG Hawkesbury sisters
Lana and Lucy Kuipers, Elle
Kay Lowlines, Londonderry,
won their first broad ribbon
at the Royal after seven years of
showing at the 2013 Royal Sydney
Show.
Their bull Elle Kay Gunargarang
was awarded senior champion and
went on to be named grand and
best exhibit much to the delight of
the crowd ringside.
“I see a lot of stud sire potential
in this bull – I think he’s a bull that
could have a real impact in a herd,”
said judge Graham Williams,
Willox Poll Hereford stud,
Windsor.
By Serena Downs Captain
Arthur – a multiple championship
winner at Sydney and Canberra
Royals – and from Kobblevale
Aurora, the bull weighed 544kg at
26 months, with 16mm of fat on
the rump and 12mm on the rib,
and a 92sq cm eye muscle area
(EMA).
Gunargarang has already got
calves on the ground in the
Kuipers’ herd, and Lana said they
planned to use him further.

SYDNEY
STARS
CHAMPION BULLS
Junior: Tanview Gladiator,
Tanview, Boonah, Qld. Res:
Wanamara Whos My Daddy,
Wanamara, Major Plains, Vic.
Senior and grand and best
exhibit: Elle Kay Gunargarang,
Elle Kay, Londonderry. Res:
Tanview GJ, Tanview.
CHAMPION FEMALES
Junior and grand: Wanamara
Tilly Devine, Wanamara. Res:
Urila Genevieve, Urila, Merricks,
Vic.
Senior: Allambie Gabrielle,
Tanview. Res: Serena Downs Lady
Abigail, Serena Downs, Windsor
Downs.

Judge Graham Williams, Willox Poll Hereford stud, and Australian
Lowline Cattle Association president Bill Belton, Merricks, Victoria, sashes
the grand champion Australian Lowline bull Elle Kay Gunargarang, held
by Lucy Kuipers, Elle Kay, Londonderry.

Junior bull was won by
Queensland breeders Tanya and
Kenneth Falkenhagen, Tanview,

Boonah, with Tanview Gladiator.
Gladiator was a son of the 2010
Brisbane Ekka supreme small

breeds bull, Tanview DJ, and at 17
months weighed 388kg, with fat
● To p23

Aire River Cattle Stud

Kell & Mandy Tennent

&OʝXɮʍȾHɪɖ/ʝʇʙʖȸHɡ

Angus Lowline stud & commercial stock available, cow &
calf units, steers etc. Local delivery possible by arrangement.
Competitive prices.
Great Ocean Road, Hordern Vale, Southern Victoria.
Contact Piet on 0418 940 980 or pietellnor@bigpond.com

1638550

Breeders of Australian Lowline
stud & commercial cattle

QC1638860

p. (07) 4958 4601
m. 0400 835 275
e. inthehammock@bigpond.com
a. 184 Crediton Loop Road, Crediton, Qld 4757
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AROUND THE ROYAL SHOW RINGS

Grand champion Australian Lowline heifer, Tanview Hot Lady, with handler Nick Kliese, Boonah, and her dam, Tanview Fair Lady, who was the
champion senior cow with her two-week-old calf, Tanview Jumbuck. Exhibitor Tanya Falkenhagen, Tanview Lowlines, Boonah, leads the cow and Kaz
Arndt, Brisbane, leads the calf.

TERRIFIC TANVIEW
B

OONAH couple Tanya
and Kenneth Falkenhagen
blitzed the Australian Lowline ring at the Brisbane
Exhibition in August winning the
grand champion titles and swag of
other awards.
Judge
Krystelle
Ridley,
Condobolin, NSW, described the
grand and senior champion bull,
Tanview Fair Dinkum, as a big
strapping bull.
“He’s athletic, mobile and has a
real completeness about him,” she
said. “The good muscle pattern and
expression he displays also made
him a standout for us.”
Grand and junior champion cow

EKKA CHAMPIONS
Gr ch bull: Tanview Fair Dinkum,
Tanya and Kenneth Falkenhagen,
Tanview Lowlines, Boonah.

Gr ch cow or heifer: Tanview Hot
Lady.

Snr ch bull: Tanview Fair Dinkum.
Res: Tanview Fun Time.

Snr ch cow or heifer: Tanview
Fair Lady. Res: Dakabin Fenella,
Dakabin State High School.

Jnr ch bull: Tanview Highway Lad.
Res: Tanview Hero.

Jnr ch heifer: Tanview Hot Lady.
Res: Tanview Honeysuckle.

or heifer went to Tanview Hot
Lady.
The one-year-old heifer is actually the daughter of the senior
champion cow, Tanview Fair Lady.
Ms Ridley said the Tanview

females were improving with every
generation.
“You want to see that improvement and this heifer is a neat little
package,” she said.
“She’s got that thickness in the

LEFT: Judge Krystelle Ridley, Condobolin,
NSW, and associate judge Ria Garside,
Clermont, sash the grand champion
Australian Lowline cow or heifer, Tanview
Hot Lady. RNA councillor Alastair
Bassingthwaighte presents the Elders shield
of excellence to handler Nick Kliese,
Boonah.
RIGHT: Associate judge Ria Garside,
Clermont, judge Krystelle Ridley,
Condobolin, NSW, and Sharon Coome,
Crimson Park Lowlines, Rockhampton, sash
the grand champion Australian Lowline
bull,Tanview Fair Dinkum, exhibited by
Tanya Falkenhagen, Tanview Lowlines,
Boonah.
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hindquarter, strength of spine and
length that you need.”
The Falkenhagens also won the
awards for breeder’s group, pair of
bulls and the progeny stakes group.
Mrs Falkenhagen said they were
pleased with their Ekka results.
“Our grand champion bull is
unbeaten and also won supreme
interbreed at the Toowoomba
Show,” she said. “Tanview Hot
Lady won interbreed champion at
the Kalbar Show as well and it was
great to hear the judge’s comments
about the improvement in every
generation.” – Story: MELODY
LABINSKY. Pictures: SARAH
COULTON.

AROUND THE ROYAL SHOW RINGS

O’HARA WINS
AT FIRST TRY

BELOW:
Cheyanne Hall,
O’Hara Lowlines,
Windsor, NSW,
with her supreme
Australian Lowline
exhibit O’Hara
Master Gerald,
paraded by Patrick
Halloran and
sashed by Jane
Ristrom, Elandra
Park Lowlines,
Lang Lang.

By JAMIE-LEE OLDFIELD

Michael Noel, Serena Downs
Lowlines, Windsor Downs,
NSW, sashes the grand
champion Lowline female,
Wanamara Tilly Devine,
exhibited by Julie Knight,
Wanamara Lowlines, Major
Plains, Vic.

Tanview
scores
with
Gabrielle
● From p21

scans of 7 and 5mm and an
EMA of 72sq cm.
Tanya Falkenhagen said the bull
would head to the Toowoomba
Royal Show in Queensland in a
couple of weeks and would go
on to be shown at the Brisbane
Ekka later in the year.
Tanview also showed the senior
female, Allambie Gabrielle – a
female purchased as a calf from
former Sydney Royal broad ribbon regulars Allambie, Dubbo,
and the reserve junior female at
the Brisbane Ekka last year.
But it was toppled for grand
by 12-month-old heifer,
Wanamara Tilly Devine, from
Julie Knight’s Wanamara
stud, Major Plains, near Dookie,Victoria.
Devine is from Wanamara
Eden, which produced the
junior champion female at the
2011 Melbourne Royal and
2012 Canberra Royal. – Story:
BRENDAN MANSBRIDGE.

O

’HARA
Lowlines,
Windsor, NSW, had
the best first outing in
the show ring you could
ask for, winning supreme exhibit at
the 2013 Royal Melbourne Show.
It was the first time both the
stud and their grand champion bull
O’Hara Master Gerald had exhibited at a show.
And the junior champion bull
certainly impressed judge Michael
Ireland, Buln Buln.
Gerald weighed 349 kilograms
with an eye muscle area (EMA) of
73 square centimetres.
Mr Ireland said the bull was a
“real little meat machine”.
The 10-month-old sire was also
commended for his good legs and
feet, and depth and length.
He also went on to be sashed
small breed interbreed junior
champion bull.
Cheyanne Hall, O’Hara Lowlines, said Master Gerald was the
first bull the young stud had bred.
He would go on to be shown at
Canberra and Sydney Royal
shows.
The junior exhibit also won out
in the female classes, with Bill and
Hilery Belton’s Urila Heidi winning grand champion.
The 18-month-old heifer was
four months in-calf, and Mr Ireland
said she had an ideal carcase and
ideal doing ability.
Senior champion cow went to
Barregowa Gala, exhibited by
Gary and Shelley Turnham,
Gisborne.
Both the champion females also
won their respective classes during the small breed interbreed
judging.

Master
Gerald was the
first bull
the young
stud had
bred.

MELBOURNE
CHAMPIONS
Judge: Michael Ireland, Buln Buln.
Exhibitors: 8.
Supreme exhibit: O’Hara Master Gerald, Tracey Hall,
Windsor, NSW.
Grand and junior champion bull: O’Hara Master Gerald,
Tracey Hall, Windsor, NSW. Res: Whitby Farm Taylor Made,
K&G Lorains, Zeerust.
Senior champion bull: Whitby Farm Kilkenny, K&G Lorains.
Res: Wanamara Whos My Daddy, G&J Knight, Major Plains.
Grand and junior champion female: Urila Heidi, Bill and Hilery
Belton, Merricks. Res: Yarra Ranges Jillaroo, N&J Canny, Yea.
Senior champion female: Barregowa Gala, Gary and Shelley
Turnham, Gisborne. Res: Whitby Farm Crumpet, K&G Lorains.
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EVENTS

Canterbury
A&P 2013
show results
Cow with or without calf at foot three years and over:
1st - Ashmore Jemima - GR&DA Guthrie
2nd - Edsal Belle - H&S Rhodes
3rd - Woolstone Park Black Jewel - PA&
KI Worthington
CHAMPION SENIOR FEMALE
Ashmore Jemima - GR&DA Guthrie
RESERVE CHAMPION SENIOR FEMALE
Edsal Belle - H&S Rhodes
HEIFER JUNIOR YEARLING
1st - Woolstone Park Sunshine - PA&KI
Worthington
2nd - Woolstone Park Showers - PA&KI
Worthington
3rd - Edsal Hazel - H&S Rhodes
CHAMPION YEARLING HEIFER
Woolstone Park Sunshine - PA&KI
Worthington
RESERVE CHAMPION YEARLING HEIFER
Woolstone Park Showers - PA&KI
Worthington
Bull 2 years and over
1st - Woolstone Park Black Cadillac -

Summary
Show date: 13-15 November
2013
Number of exhibitors: 3
Number of head exhibited: 17
Judge: Nancy Gardner
Associate judge: Sarah Collin
Next Show: 12-14 November
2014
PA&KI Worthington
2nd - Woolstone Park Richmond - PA&KI
Worthington
CHAMPION SENIOR BULL
Woolstone Park Black Cadillac - PA&KI
Worthington
RESERVE CHAMPION SENIOR BULL
Woolstone Park Richmond - PA&K I

Champion senior Lowline and supreme champion Lowline, Ashmore
Jemima, exhibited by GR and DA Guthrie.
Worthington
BULL JUNIOR YEARLING
1st - Ashmore Lorenzo - GR&DA Guthrie
2nd - Woolstone Park Thunder - PA&KI
Worthington
3rd - Woolstone Park Lightning - PA&KII
Worthington
CHAMPION YEARLING BULL
Ashmore Lorenzo - GR&DA Guthrie
RESERVE CHAMPION YEARLING BULL
Woolstone Park Thunder - PA&KII
Worthington
GRAND CHAMPION JUNIOR LOWLINE
Ashmore Lorenzo - GR&DA Guthrie
GRAND CHAMPION SENIOR LOWLINE
Ashmore Jemima - GR&DA Guthrie
SUPREME CHAMPION LOWLINE
Ashmore Jemima - GR&DA Guthrie
Two Yearlings, any sex, bred by
Exhibitor, judged as a pair

1st - Woolstone Park
2nd - Edsal Lowline Stud
3rd - Woolstone Park
Group, Bull and two Females, any age
1st - Woolstone Park
2nd - Woolstone Park
Two animals by one sire or one dam
1st - Woolstone Park
2nd - Edsal Lowline Stud
3rd - Woolstone Park
Junior Beef Paraders, aged 8-13 years
2nd - Amy Reese
3rd - Georgia Rhodes
5th - Luke Giles
Beef Section under 17 years
2nd - Kate Campbell
4th - Lauren Reese
5th - Sammara Singh
Inter-School (High School) Junior Beef
2nd - Rangiora
3rd - Rangiora

Lowlines in the grand parade at the 2013 Canterbury Show.
LEFT: Champion junior Lowline Ashmore Lorenzo, exhibited by GR and DA
Guthrie.
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USE WITH OTHER BREEDS
Use with dairy cattle
TESTIMONIAL: Emma Germany,
Hurlstone Agriculture High School
Dairy, Glenfield, NSW.

W

E TOOK over the
Ayrshire/Holstein Dairy
at Hurlstone Agricultural
High School, where
85% of first-calf heifers were needing assistance to calve when put in
calf to their respective breeds via
AI.
We leased a Lowline bull from
Allambie stud to use over the heifers and over the course of four
years only two calves needed to be
pulled, due to malpresentation.
Conception rates rose significantly and most batches of heifers
went in calf on their first cycle.
Ease of calving with heifers
means heifers recover more quickly
and can be put straight into the
dairy. It created fewer cases of
metritis and mastitis, which meant
much better milk production from
AFTER many months of preparation, the first Lowline embryos
were shipped to the Isle of Man
in November this year. This is the
largest and the first ‘sexed’ (male
and female) shipment to leave
Australia. The quality genetics of
four Victorian studs Whitby Farm,
Barregowa, Elandra Park and
Wanamara, were selected to pro-

our first calvers. Our first-lactation
cows were easier to get back in
calf, also because of the reduced
stress from calving.
Where we had previously got $5
a calf for dairy bull calves, we were
selling black lowline cross calves
and making $100 a calf.

Use with beef cattle
TESTIMONIAL: Sophie Holt,
Coonong Station, Urana, NSW.

C

OONONG Station, a
27,000ha NSW Riverina
property between Urana
and Jerilderie, purchased
their first Lowline bulls in 2007.
They had calving trouble with
Hereford heifers and tried using
bulls from other breeds over the
years, but were still pulling calves
or losing heifers calving.
A beef producer suggested
Lowline bulls, so they bought
three two-year-olds from the Elandra Park and Wanamara studs.
Since then they have purchased

A Lowline bull runs with Hereford heifers.

a few more Lowline bulls, but the
originals are still working in 2013,
aged eight, in large paddocks and
sometimes harsh conditions. It
shows structurally good bulls have
a long working life and the Lowlines are proving their longevity.
Sophie Holt said using Lowline
bulls for a heifer’s first calf was
sensible, and getting 100% of live
calves and 100% to wean was the
best outcome for any producer.

Embryos to Isle of Man
vide embryos for this epic venture. Semen was taken from two
Elandra Park bulls and each stud
provided four females for embryo
collection at GRS Embryos
Services at Goorambat in
Victoria. The diverse genetics will

provide a wide genetic pool as
a foundation for the new herd of
Lowline cattle on the Isle of Man
and eventually England. After
collection, embryos were ‘sexed’
before being frozen. With sexed
embryos the calf will be known

Sophie likes it that all the calves
are consistent of type, no matter
which Lowline bull is used.
The quick-growing, black baldy
calves are weaned at six months,
around 200kg, and sold as grassfinished yearlings , preferably over
the hooks, fetching good prices.
Last season they joined the
Lowline bulls with some of their
older Hereford cows and all
the cows were in calf.
as a heifer or bull before birth.
The embryos left Tullamarine on
an Emirates Airlines jet to Dubai.
They landed at Manchester, UK,
in mid- November. Synchronised
recipient cows on the Isle of
Man were to be implanted early
December with the first sexed
Lowline calves due to arrive in
September 2014.

BREEDERS OF CHAMPIONS IN THE SHOW RING AND ON THE HOOK
SALE OF BULLS AND FEMALES

1638252

ON-FARM COLLECTED SEMEN AVAILABLE

VICKI & PHILIP GILBERT
55 HADFIELD ROAD, CANN RIVER VIC 3890 phone: 0424 146 968
email: vicki_gilbert@bigpond.com
website: www.rotherwoodstud.com.au
Member of the Australian Lowline Cattle Association
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PROFILE

Lowlines
prove
rewarding
at Whitby
By PENELOPE ARTHUR

A

MOVE away from dairying
and into Lowline seedstock
production has proved a
rewarding one for Ken and
Gill Lorains, Whitby Farm Lowline
Stud, Zeerust.
Ken has lived on his 100ha
property just north of Shepparton
in Victoria all his life, but didn’t
own any Lowline cattle until the
early 2000s.
“We bought a bull to put with
our dairy heifers because we could
sell the month-old progeny for
$100 instead of the $20 we were
getting for a Jersey calf,” he said.
“Then we realised that because
they didn’t take up a lot of room,
we were able to run a few stud
animals as well as our dairy operation.
“We went out of dairying in the
2006 drought and by then I had
about 15 Lowline breeding cows.

The butcher
had never
seen a steer
dress anything
like it.
“I decided to keep the Lowlines
and just build up the herd.”
Ken and Gill now run about 50
stud breeders and 15 commercial
Lowline/Charolais-cross breeders.
There are also about 35 progeny
on the farm at any one time.
The couple are now regulars on
the show circuit and sell their stud
Lowline bulls privately out of the
paddock.
But they also aim to target the
meat market, selling purebred and
crossbred steers through the local

The Lorains initially bought a Lowline bull to use over their dairy heifers in
the early 2000s.

saleyards and individual cattle
“paddock to plate”.
“I advertise sides of beef and I
have quite a few regular clients,”
Ken said.
“We get them killed and packed
at the butcher shop and the clients
pick them up from there.
“You get a lot better return than
trying to fight your way through
the marketplace.”
Ken aims to sell his steers at
about 13 months of age and said
they normally weigh about 340kg.

LEFT: A one-monthold Charolais/
Lowline-cross calf.
Mr Lorains said
Charolais and
Lowlines make a
great cross.
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He aims to select animals to
produce a larger, heavier carcase to
maximise their retail meat potential.
“You need to have something
that is going to dress 230-240kg at
around 13 months or keep them
until they are 18 to 20 months old
and get them to dress up to 350kg,”
he said.
“They have excellent carcase
attributes. We get great feedback
from the butchers.
“I sold a purebred Lowline steer
to a bloke last year who put it
through his butcher shop.
“That steer was 290kg and
dressed at 155kg, which is a dressing percentage of 55%. He also
had a red meat yield of 78%.
“The butcher had never seen a
steer dress anything like it.”
The Lorains’ operation is supported by 12ha of irrigated perennial pastures and 20ha of annual
pastures that are irrigated through
the autumn.
The rest of their property is
dryland production.
Whitby Farms had a highly successful year in the show ring in
2013, winning senior champion
bull, reserve senior champion cow,
reserve junior champion bull and
the progeny class at the
Royal Melbourne Show.

Ken Lorains leading at the Royal Melbourne Show earlier this year.

Lowlines grazing on Whitby Farm, Zeerust, Victoria.

QC1639369

An eight-month-old Lowline calf and its mother on Whitby Farm.
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TECHNOLOGY
By AIMEE KLABE,
ALCA executive officer

I

NTERNET Solutions is the title
given to an extensive range of
web-based services that have
been developed by the
Agricultural Business Research
Institute (ABRI) in Armidale,
NSW, for application in the livestock industry.
Using the Internet Solutions
web-based services efficiently and
effectively enables beef producers

Animal enquiry
Simply click on the herd search
option under the members tab
and select either ALCA animal
enquiry (for non-members) or

Searching for an
animal
There are several ways to search
for a specific animal using the

to explore the association’s herdbook pedigrees and select the best
genetics for their breeding program. It also enables parties to
locate specific members using the
member inquiry screen.
The Australian Lowline Cattle
Association Inc. utilises the ABRI
Internet Solutions facility and
offers unlimited searches to members through a secure log-in
portal, or limited searches to nonmembers through the general
animal inquiry or member
enquiry screens.

database login for members.
Note: Members wishing to
access the database login
area are required to contact
the association for login
details.

Internet Solutions facility.
However, the most efficient two
ways to do the search are as
follows:
1. Animal name
2. Animal identifier/tattoo

Searching by animal name
To search for an animal by name either:
● Enter in the full name, or
● Part of the name with the wildcard
“%” sign.
The wildcard can be placed at either the
beginning or the end of the name.
If you were searching for a Trangie animal
and you knew the name would be
Trangie M you can type in Trangie M %. See
Figure 1.
Once you click search, all animals in the
database that have a name beginning with
Trangie M will be displayed.
Figure 2 outlines the information that is
displayed.
The top left-hand side displays the
number of entries found, and provides an
option to display all of the entries.
The fields can be sorted to suit your searching
need. By simply clicking on the main heading,
that is, animal name, sex, identifier/tattoo etc,
you can sort the information by these fields.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Making
the most
of internet
solutions

The animal enquiry screen outlines
the fields that can be used to
search for an animal.
The “%” symbol is used as a
wildcard and can be entered in all
of the search fields.

For instance, by using the “%”
figure, the program will display
all of the particular entries that
contain the wording you have
entered.

TECHNOLOGY
Search by animal
identifier/tattoo
To search for an animal by
identifier or tattoo we use the same
principles as above. If you are
unsure of the animal’s number but
you know the animal tattoo is TRA
and a year letter of M, you can
enter TRAM%.
Again, once you click search all
animals with a tattoo beginning
with TRAM will be displayed.
To refine your search further there
are three fields called “Select If”.
You can use these drop-down
options to refine your search field
by adding additional selection
criteria.
You can add criteria for animals
based on sex, registration status or
AI-approved animals.
To find the TRAM example, you
may be searching for a female, so
you would select female from the
dropdown options to display all
results. See Figure 3.
Figure 3

You can utilise the “Select If” as
a stand-alone search. You could
be wishing to find all AI-approved
males in the herdbook.

Unlimited
searches to
members
through a
secure log-in
portal.

You would select both these
options from the dropdown and
click search. Please see Figure 4
below.

When you are reviewing results
you can check your selection by
looking at the top left hand corner
of the screen.

This will outline the entries
displayed and will also list your
search criteria. Please see Figure
5.

Figure 5
Figure 4

Australian Lowline Cattle for Sale Very Quiet - Suit Small Acreage

Contact Jo Jackson 0407 811 002
www.yarravalleylowline.com

1639274

David & Christina Clee, Warkworth, NZ
Ph (09) 422 0492 email cleedavid@gmail.com
www.lowlines.co.nz

QC1639272

Yarra Valley Lowline Stud
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Industry at
students’
fingertips
By KATE STARK

A

FTER a number of generous
donations by avid breeders
from across the country,
Downlands College, Toowoomba, now boasts a growing
Lowline program.
Downlands College’s show cattle coordinator, Steve Murrell, said
if it wasn’t for a series of coincidences, the Lowline section may
not exist as it is today.
“The idea of introducing
Lowlines into the curriculum was
originally suggested by the
Lowline National president Lee
Labrie and her son Phillip,” Mr
Murrell said.

“They offered to put their
Lowline bull over our crossbred
heifers and get them in calf for us
and we more than welcomed the
idea.”
Greenmount-based stud principles Geoff and Nina Buttsworth
were downsizing their operation at
the time and came across an article
about the resulting Downlands
calves.
“Geoff and Nina were very generous in donating three of their
purebred females to the school.”
Mr Murrell said the school registered as a Lowline stud soon after,
which was then publicised in the
Lowline Journal.
“That was seen by Noholme stud

RIGHT: Ned
Claxton,
Toowoomba,
Cassie
Southern,
Pinevale, St
George, and
Amy Betts,
Prairie Station,
Cunnamulla.
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Ned Claxton, Toowoomba, runs one of the beloved Lowline heifers
through the cattle race.

owner, Michael Donnelly, who’s
based in New South Wales, and he
was preparing to sell his stud, so he
donated all his embryos and semen
to us for future use,” Mr Murrel
said, adding it was wonderful to
have the support from Lowline
breeders at such an early stage of
the program’s development.
The stud now runs the original
three heifers along with their progeny and a mixture of other cattle
breeds.
“We took our Lowlines to their
first show at Clifton in February
2012 with Amberfield Freya
awarded reserve junior champion.
“That was wonderful for the
children to have that win in what
was a strong showing of the
Lowline breed.”
Mr Murrell said one of the major
benefits of using Lowline cattle
with children was their docility
and ‘easy to work with’ nature.
“It’s so helpful to have a smaller
beast which the Year 8 students
can work with.
“It’s a great start for them, especially if they’re not used to handling cattle, and it certainly allows

them to build their confidence
when they’re first starting out.”
Mr Murrell said the college was
looking forward to introducing
Year 7 students into the Lowlines
once the new dormitory was built.
“We’ll have more students coming through here and they’ll be
much younger, so the Lowlines
will be perfect for them.”
A key figure in the day-to-day
management of the rural centre,
Mr Murrell also assists the
College’s agricultural teacher and
helps educate and support the students with show preparation.
“The Lowline bull calves when
steered are great for showing and
we also put them through to the
hoof and hook competition so the
kids can be a part of raising them
right through to the end.”
Though this process can be confronting for some students, Mr
Murrell said many of the students
involved were from properties and
were unfazed by sending the steers
to slaughter.
“We teach our kids the process
from the very beginning so there’s
no surprises and they know they

Downlands College cattle show team members, Amy Betts, Prairie Station, Cunnamulla, Ned Claxton, Toowoomba, and Cassie Southern,
Pinevale, St George.

We took our
Lowlines to
their first show
at Clifton.
aren’t allowed to get too attached.
“They get a sense of accomplishment raising the beast and also
education about feeding requirements to produce the best fat cover
and carcase yield.
“Lowlines are a genuine beef
animal so we teach the kids about
coverage and they’ll see the carcase hung and be able to get feedback on the EMI and weight.
“They’re great cattle and perfect
for schools where there’s not a
great deal of space to run larger
animals – they have such a small
intake with maximum output. And
they taste good too!”
Mr Murrell said Downlands had
recently put the donated semen
and embryos from the Noholme
Lowline Stud to good use and have

inseminated a small Friesian which
was reared as part of the dairy curriculum.
“She’s a small heifer and should
do very well to produce a Lowline
calf – this will ensure she’s on full
milk with a Lowline calf at foot for
our students to learn from at this
time next year.”
Mr Murrell said practical education was key to the program which
now boasts 50 students.
“The show program is outside of
their normal school activities so
they have to be keen and committed with most of the work being
done early in the morning and
after school.”
Mr Murrell said it was important
for students to learn to produce an
efficient beef animal in preparation
for starting up their own operation.
“It’s not about just winning the
ribbons or prize money, our students gain valuable industry
knowledge and often go on to
study, work with breeders or run
their own properties.
“This is a just a great starting
point for them and it certainly

opens up doors and creates opportunities to network with other
breeders and producers.”
With success at the Pittsworth
and Inglewood shows earlier in the
year, Downlands College Lowline
team are now beginning to prepare
for the Christmas break.
“We’re starting to wrap it up for
the year now with our Lowlines.
They have just finished calving

and will be sent out to a friend’s
property where they have a break
from the school and be rejoined
over the summer.
“Meanwhile, we’ll just keep on
doing what we’re doing – providing easy access for our students to
gain skills and confidence in showing and producing quality Lowline
cattle.”

Amberfield Freya, Amberfield Emerald and Amberfield Ellipsis, have won
major ribbons throughout South East Queensland during the show season.
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Do you wa
nt
better
opportunit
i
to enhance es
yo
leadership ur
a
communic nd
ation
skills whil s
e
working wi
th
Lowline
Cattle?

Have you
got some
Great Ideas
for youth
members
to get
more
involved?

COME AND JOIN THE DISCUSSION ON
OUR NEW FACEBOOK PAGE!
We have some big plans for the
upcoming years
Have you ever wanted to experience working on a big cattle stud
perhaps in a different state?
Ever wanted to be in the thick of things at a Royal Show but never
known how to make the first step?
Do you want to represent Australian Lowlines at Victorian handlers
camp?

www.facebook.com/australianlowlineyouth
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QC1640618

Contact youth representative Lucy Kuipers for details on becoming
a committee member and for further information
ellekaystud@hotmail.com

LOWLINE TRADEMARK
A

USTRALIAN
Lowline
Cattle Association members
wanting
to
promote
Australian Lowline beef will
soon have the use of a Certified
Lowline Beef trademark (pictured).
Under the new initiative, the
trademark will be available to any
members who sign the producers
agreement. ALCA Councillor
Michele Molloy says these
members may use the trademark
with their promotional material
and as stickers on beef for sale.
“The requirements for the
agreement are that the beef must
be minimum 50% traceable
Lowline; i.e. have a registered
Lowline sire or dam,” she said.
“As all our registered animals are
DNA typed, we then have direct
traceability for the beef. Other
requirements include providing
ALCA with production data for
use in promoting the beef and
correct animal welfare and
management practices.”
She said the initiative aimed to

identify Lowline beef to consumers.
“It is thought that this will cater
for a market that is much more
interested in where their food
comes from and how it has been
raised from paddock to plate.
“This system will identify
Lowline beef to consumers
anywhere as a quality product even

if from a variety of sources.
“This develops trust in the
quality of the beef and the brand.”
Ms Molloy said ALCA aimed to
support members’ marketing.
“The facility provided by ALCA
is to be underpinned by a
commercial agreement with
producers, enabling them to access

for both advertising and the use of
the trademark, Certified Lowline
Beef. ALCA’s responsibility will be
to maintain a website providing
information for both producers
and customers.
“This would include contact
details for producers, information
on what description of animals or
meat they have for sale, and
information on contact and
ordering procedures. Members of
the public can access this
information from the website.”
Ms Molloy said pricing for the
product would be at the discretion
of the producer, since costs vary.
“Producers will set up their
markets to cater for their customers
as they deem fit. It is hoped to
provide an outlet for all producers
to enable them to sell their
products, both commercial animals
and beef, effectively in whatever
way they determine. ALCA is
providing a portal to enable more
access to the commercial activities
of members.”

Snapshot from the archives at Trangie
Trangie Topics by
MARGARET WOOD
GREETINGS from the small town
of Trangie on the Western Plains
of NSW. With a population
of just 800, it might not be the
centre of the universe. However,
for those of us who breed the
lovely Lowline cattle, it has a
wealth of history. It was 21 years
ago that the first of three public
auctions of Lowline Angus cattle
took place. Trangie Agricultural
Research Centre was the place

where the present name for
our unique small animals was
decided upon, at a meeting of
eight people who had either
bought cattle at the sale or prior.
Four research centre staff were
also present as observers.
When I look at the present
research centre with its large
cleared paddocks of pasture
and irrigated crops, it’s hard
for me to imagine that, before
1909, the whole area was just
scrub. In that year, progressive
farmers from around the district

requested that an experiment
farm be established on a large
forested reserve and the Mullah
scrub. They must have been a
persuasive lot!
Fast forward to August 8, 1992,
and I am sitting in the cattle
section of the research centre.
Bulls are being herded from
the cattle yards to a portable
sale ring. According to my sale
catalogue they are Lowline Angus
bulls.
The bull in the ring now is
Trangie L204. The bidding is

already past $1000, then quickly
shoots up to $2000. The name of
the buyer is Don Burke.
Well known because of his
television show Burke’s Backyard,
Don called his stud Binnowee and
his bull Sampson. Semen from
Binnowee Sampson, Herd Book
No.M0019, was used by many
of the earlier breeders.
When the Australian Lowline
Cattle Association became
administered from Armidale,
Sampson was again officially
known as Trangie L 204.

kin kin
Lowline Stud

ASTRALGUS®

TOP QUALITY REGISTERED
LOWLINE CATTLE FOR SALE

email: hafakinkin6@bigpond.com

(Macedon Ranges, Victoria)
Lovely registered and commercial Lowline cattle
for sale at very reasonable prices.

Rod McNeil 0400 660 200
www.astralguslowline.com

QC1637865

Ph: (07) 5485 4278

QC1638297

BREEDER OF SHOW CHAMPIONS
FAYE SCHILTE – NOOSA SHIRE, QLD

Lowline stud & Vineyard
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MERCHANDISE

SHOW
PRIDE
IN YOUR
BREED
M

ABOVE: Polo
Shirts in various
colours ordered
upon request ...
kids (sizes 4-14)
$25.30; ladies
(sizes 8-24)
$27.50; mens
(S-5XL) $28.60.

ANY members and friends of the
Australian Lowline Cattle Association (ALCA) like to show off
their love of the Lowline breed.
And what better way to do that than with
some quality Lowline merchandise.
The ALCA office has lots of great
Lowline merchandise in stock.
These would make great gifts for a

RIGHT: Gate Signs
$66

Tie $33

devoted Lowline breeder!
● Please ring Aimee Klabe at the ALCA

on (02) 6773 3295 to arrange your order.
Order details also online at ALCA website.
● Postage extra; prices include GST.

Show
Vest
$55
Key
Rings
$5.50

Travel
Mugs
$16.50

Hats $16.50

Stubbie Holders $6.60

Badges
$5.50

Queensland crew compare UK breeding
IN July, Christina, Jacqui, Colin and Belinda
Schiller from Lik Lik Lowlines of Cambooya,
Queensland, Australia, visited the United
Kingdom for a holiday and to catch up with a
few Lowline breeders.
As the UK show season was coming to a
close, only Wessex Lowlines were available
in the timeframe available. Wessex Lowlines
is located at Stubhampton, near Blandford
Forum in Dorset, about an hour’s drive from
Bath. On arrival at the stud we were met by
stud managers Sam and David Maughan, who
gave us a tour around the farm, showing us
their Lowlines, recipient Angus dams, Alpacas
and goats. The stud was started by importing
10 cows from Edmonton, Canada, forming
the base of their stud. These were the first live
animals imported into the UK for more than a
decade.
Wessex Lowlines shows the animals at many

LEFT: Christina, Jacqui, Colin and Belinda
Schiller from Lik Lik Lowlines, Cambooya,
Queensland, during their visit to the Wessex
Lowline Stud in the UK.

county shows to help explain the breed to
other cattle breeders around the UK. The
Lowline breed is just beginning to take off due
to its quiet nature and meat quality.
Wessex Lowlines runs 2.7 beasts per acre –
amazing, considering we can only run one
beast on six acres here at Cambooya.
Their animals are kept inside barns for three
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to four months of the year, mainly to prevent
the paddocks becoming quagmires during
winter. High rainfall and lack of sunshine
prevents the pasture repairing itself and the
cattle need to be kept away.
Feed costs are rising throughout Europe and
the more efficient breeds are becoming
profitable. Calves are also mainly born
indoors due to the very cold winter period.
Prior to our visit we found out that the
weather had been extremely dismal and it
was great to get lovely warm sunny weather.
There was so much green grass. Our cows
would have been envious of the many rolling
hills and picturesque views.

READERS’ PICS

Show circuit highlights
Exhibitors at the 2013 Royal Melbourne Show
celebrate a successful event.

T

HE show circuits across
Australia and New Zealand
provide a wonderful opportunity for Lowline breeders to
not only compete but to also socialise and network. Here are some
snapshots of the highlights across
the 2013 show circuit that some
ALCA members have sent us. If you
have a photo you’d like to see in

Robyn Kuipers, Julie Knight and Gil Lorain
celebrate a successful 2013 Royal Melbourne
Show.

Enjoying the intermediate handlers class at
the 2013 Northern A&P Show at Rangiora,
NZ, was Luke Giles, 13, Courtney Winter,
13, Laura McQuillan-Reese, 15, and Aimee
McQuillan-Reese, 13.

next year’s journal please email it
with a detailed caption to lowline@
abri.une.edu.au
Tip: To ensure the best printing
quality make sure your photo is high
resolution.
This means it must not be reduced
in size when emailed. It’s always best
to keep your photos in large
file sizes.
RIGHT: Barregowa Stud
principals, Gary and
Shelley Turnham, judge
Ross Draper, sponsor,
Jane Ristrom, and
handler, Harry Turnham,
celebrate winning the
senior champion ribbon
at the 2013 Royal
Melbourne Show.

Katherine Moore, 15,
demonstrates her handling skills
for judge Ross Canning at the
2013 New Zealand Royal Show.

Kate Campbell, 14, with
the Northern A&P Show
champion yearling heifer,
Woolstone Park Sunshine.

Tanview Lowline Stud
Croftby via Boonah, QLD

FAIR DINKUM
FOR SALE
and other bulls
Semen from DJ available.

Grand Champion @ Ekka 2013

Fair Dinkum won Junior
and Grand Canberra
Supreme Exhibit,
Rocky 2012 Junior
and Grand Bull.

Call Tanya (07) 5463 6734, Mob 0418 734 615
Email: tanview.limousins@bigpond.com

1639063

QC1639275

Woolstone Park Lightning.

2013 Geelong Show champion
Lowline bull, Barregowa Harford,
with handler Harry Turnham.
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PROMOTION GROUP REPORTS
QUEENSLAND: LOWLINE PLUS PROMOTION GROUP

Supporting
members in
a vast state
L
OWLINE Plus has had a
quiet year, with three meetings
held
in
Toowoomba and Brisbane during February, August and
November.
The Department of Agriculture is
making it difficult for any breeder
west of the Great Divide to attend
shows or field days east of the Great
Divide, by only working a five and
a half-day week. This means some
members cannot take cattle to the
coastal areas, exhibit them, have
them inspected and return home on
the weekend.
On a more positive note we are
aware of our members supporting
numerous local shows and field
days. Some of these were Clifton,
Pittsworth, Inglewood, Toowoomba, Gatton, Toogoolawah,
Brisbane, Farmfest, Ag Show,
Rosewood and Emerald Ag-Grow.
2014 promises to be a strong
year, with meetings planned for
February, July and September.

A small breeds
field day will
be coordinated
early in the
year.

As the new committee progresses, a small breeds field day
will be coordinated early in the
year and any and all other promotional ideas or possible activities
are encouraged to be presented to
the group.
This can be easily done via
email. This is your chance to be

heard and supported.
With the new national ALCA
funding arrangements, the youth
members may decide to organise a
cattle camp and the youth
exchange program to New Zealand
can be revitalised.
Lowline Plus encourages all
members to get involved, don’t sit

back and then complain if you
don’t get anything from your
group.
We are now trying to help and
support members spread all over
Queensland. This is a huge area
with very different climate zones
and breeder needs.
Your contribution is vital.

NEW SOUTH WALES PROMOTION GROUP

Busy year in the show ring
N
SW has had a very busy
year exhibiting at Sydney
Royal, Canberra Royal,
Bathurst Royal and many
of the local shows.
Hawkesbury Show was another
successful show, with the
introduction of a Small Breeds
Interbreed.
This year we attended the
Farming Small Areas Expo on
November 2 and 3, when we had
plenty of inquiries.
This year there was an inaugural

Small Breeds Show run in conjunction with the Farming Small Areas
Expo.
This show was a very successful
show with the Australian Lowlines
taking home two out of six
Interbreeds.
Congratulations to Chris and
Michael Noel from Serena Downs
Lowline Stud, who won both
awards.
The show had four breeds with
more than 60 head of cattle, with
Australian Lowlines having the
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Congratulations
to all exhibitors.

most entries. Congratulations to all
exhibitors.
In 2013 we regrettably saw the
dispersal sale of two of NSW’s

most valued Studs. Bob and Peter
Miller from Allambie held their
dispersal in March, and Betty
Higgins held Trungley’s dispersal
in October.
We wish both families all the
very best, and thank them for all
their hard work over the years with
the promotion group.
We are looking forward to the
year ahead, with the new funding
model enabling us to create more
events promoting the breed
throughout the state.

PROMOTION GROUP REPORTS
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN PROMOTION GROUP:

SALPG group reports

Aire River
Cattle Stud

Lowline Stud

THREE SONS
LOWLINE

Peter Foureur for the South
Australian Promotion Group
Report.

QC1638551

0418 940 980
pietellnor@bigpond.com

02 6928 5550
0428 285 550
bobsmith@activ8.net.au

Aureus Park
Lowlines

Sharon & Stephen Coome
Greens Road
Alton Downs

Jacqui and Colin Schiller
PO Box 230
Cambooya, Qld 4358

Daryl Neilson and
Beth Kilgour

colin.schiller@bigpond.com

Yearling Heifers
for sale
Beth: 0408 363 137
beth.kilgour@monash.edu

11 Mulhalls Rd,
Macclesfield Vic 3782

P: (03) 5968 4581
Rob 0428 394 318
Thelma 0428 394 222

Annies Lane
Lowline Stud

1639010

sharon.coome@bigpond.com.au

(07) 4634 3047
0419 686 254

1638546

Lik Lik
Lowlines
QC1638549

Crimson Park
Lowlines
(07) 4934 1768
0431 354 728

Cows & Calves for sale

1638455

1637135

I believe the inclusion of all
ALCA members into a promotional group environment will be
beneficial both to the members
and the breed.
● Another event supported by
the promotion group was the
Paskerville Field Day, which is
held in the mid-north of the state
every second year.
Peter and Elizabeth Trott represented the group and there were

quite a few inquiries from this
event.
Thanks to all involved in making
this event a success in the promotion of our cattle.
● Members have had a successful year with inquiries and sales of
both stud and commercial cattle
locally and throughout South
Australia.
This is encouraging as the benefits and qualities of Lowline cattle
are becoming known through the
efforts of our promotional group.
Our aim for next year is to continue with our presence at local
shows and field days and to continually promote our wonderful
breed of cattle to the wider
beef community.

Wattle Hills Road
Uranquinty NSW 2652

Lowline Cows, Bulls and
Calves For Sale
Piet & Helen Ellnor
2700 Great Ocean Road
Horden Vale, Victoria 3238
Contact: Sue
Glencoe, SA, 5291
Ph: 0407 251 041

Members
... were very
impressed and
excited about
the future of
our breed.

Best Beast in the
business
351 Yahl Rd, Yahl SA 5290
PO Box 952 Mt Gambier SA
0408 854246

QC1639009

shows throughout the south east of
South Australia and western
Victoria during the show season.
The Mount Gambier Show saw
four studs (Wahroonga West,
Karlee Park, Glenlonny and
Lambruck) exhibit five outstanding
cattle. Congratulations to all
exhibitors.
● The Royal Adelaide Show in
September. This year there was
only one stud exhibiting (Barossa
Lowlines) and although the numbers were disappointing congratulations must go to Alan and Susan
Yates for competing for the first
time.
Hopefully this will be the first
time of many that we see them in
the show ring. The SA Lowline
Promotional Group-sponsored
perpetual trophy for the most successful exhibitor went to Alan and
Susan.
Thanks must go to Bill Belton
for attending the Royal Adelaide
Show this year.
Bill provided our members with
a very informative talk on the
future direction from an ALCA
point of view and I believe that the
members present were very
impressed and excited about the
future of our breed.

QC1638444

S

OUTH Australian Lowline
Promotional Group president Peter Foureur reflects
on the highlights of 2013
for Australian Lowline Journal readers.
Mr Foureur said the highlights of
the year had included:
● A combined beef field day
held in Mount Gambier in conjunction with the Victorian Beef
Field Days in early February.
This event brought together
about 17 studs displaying various
breeds of stud cattle into one central location. Lowlines were well
represented, with three studs participating – Wahroonga West,
Karlee Park and Glenlonny.
● Providing the majority of cattle at the South East Cattle Handlers School held in Mount Gambier
in May.
This event is held annually for
interested school students throughout the lower south east area of
South Australia.
This year saw about 90 students
attend with presentations on various topics relating to both commercial and stud cattle operations.
Thanks to Glenlonny Lowlines
and Wahroonga West for providing cattle at this event.
● Exhibiting at various local

briwill4@bigpond.com
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PROMOTION GROUP REPORTS
VICTORIA: SOUTHERN REGION PROMOTION GROUP

Promoters
notch up
successes

Hilery Belton, Urila Stud, is presented with a ribbon by On Farm Challenge
judge Ross Canning, watched by Jo-Ann Jackson, Yarra Valley Stud.

By JOAN ADAMS,
retiring chairwoman

Fourteen studs
participated
with 95 head
of cattle.

T

HE past year has been both
challenging and exciting for
SRPG. Early in April two
studs exhibited at the Weekly
Times Rural Lifestyle Expo in
Ballarat.
We were well represented by
Wanamara Stud and also The
Clan.
Both these studs have stepped
outside the square and were promoting Lowlines and their
Lowline/SpecklePark-cross cattle,
which raised the curiosity of many.
This expo would appear to be
gathering strength and would be
an expo to put on next year’s calendar.
Late April saw our first On Farm
Challenge – SRPS’s first attempt at
such an event.
From feedback it would appear
to have been a great success.
Fourteen studs participated with
95 head of cattle.
We were very lucky in our
choice of judge, Ross Canning,
who was very enthusiastic about
Lowlines and a pleasure to work
with over the three days.
Ross Canning, a Victorian
Western District beef producer
and renowned stud beef judge,
took on the task and named
22-month-old heifer Ballarat
Grammar Gwendolyn the overall
winner.
The cattle program is part of
Ballarat Grammar’s VCE agriculture course, which has 60 students.
The other two high-scoring
entries were Ardrossan Lincoln,
owned by Jeanette and Peter
Stebbins, and new members Sue
Pace and Craig Davis from Black
Label Stud with Barregowa Glee.
The On Farm Challenge is sure
to be on the list for the group’s

Jeanette Stebbins, Ardrossan Stud, receives her winning ribbon from judge
Ross Canning. Jacki Feagan, Tarrawarra Stud, is in the background.

future events and I believe both
NSW and SA promotion groups
are interested in organising a similar event.
We followed the OFC with a
presentation lunch in Melbourne
and it was hugely pleasing to see so
many members attending.
SRPG is proud to continue its
sponsorship of the Stud Beef
Handlers Camp held from July
4-7.
It was a very successful camp
with the highest ever number of
participants – 100 people covering
both young and mature handlers
wanting to learn.
SRPG members Barregowa,
Whitby Farm, Ballarat Grammar
and Tarrengower Lowline Studs
provided cattle and flew the
Lowline flag.
Visits to the SRPG website and
local advertising have resulted in
an increase in requests for Lowline
information packs and sales.
Although cattle numbers for all
breeds were down at the Royal
Melbourne Show this year the
quality of Lowlines was high and
represented by both Victorian and
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interstate studs. SRPG again sponsored the champion and reserve in
senior and junior classes and presented the winners with etched
champagne glasses. This of course
doesn’t reflect on the drinking
habits of our members.
Whitby Farm meanwhile, had a
very successful show and went
home with a full set.
Exhibitors, helpers and those
members there to watch the judging enjoyed a lunch of Lowline
beef sliders and gourmet pies from
Beefalicious for our presentation
lunch.
Good food, social interaction
and networking was a good way to
finish off a successful day.
Our final event for the year was
our AGM, again held in the picturesque Yarra Valley at Tarrawarra
Stud’s Steel Creek property.
We had invited several of our
more experienced and knowledgeable members to address the topic
of marketing lowline beef, which
was very informative and of interest to the 30-plus members who
attended.
The AGM was followed by spir-

ited discussion between the members in regard to the ALCA constitutional changes that affected
promotion groups.
If ALCA and the promotion
groups are to grow in harmony
there is a need for regular consultation into the future.
It is important that new members of this group, through the
recent changes made by ALCA,
take this opportunity to become
more involved in activities provided by the promotion group.
It is a wonderful way to meet
other breeders in a friendly and
social environment, learn new
skills and share information with
others.
Looking ahead to 2014, we will
have the Stock & Land Beef Week at
Lardner Park on February 1.
Several studs will be promoting
their Lowline cattle.
An emphasis will be on Lowline
bulls and their capability to join
maiden heifers of full-sized breeds.
Other promotions and events
will be decided shortly by the
incoming committee.
Special thanks goes to our treasurer, Jacqui Feagan, secretary,
Jo-Ann Jackson, retiring committee member Natarsha Canny and
“the boys on committee” Gary
Turnham and David Ritter, for all
their work and support.
To all members, have a successful year breeding, showing and
selling Lowlines.

PROMOTION GROUP REPORTS
NEW ZEALAND NORTH ISLAND PROMOTION GROUP

Dedicated to the breed
By MATTHEW BUTLER,
NILPG chairman

T

HE enthusiasm of our
membership has continued
despite being one of the
smaller promotion groups
within the association.
Our group has enjoyed many
events throughout the past year
including shows and field days.
A Lowline field day was held at
Sally Yearbury’s stud in Cambridge
in late June.
Although there were relatively
low numbers attending, those
present had a fantastic and informative day with many topics covered including halter training, bull
selection and general discussion
about the breed. Huge thanks must
go to Sally and Jude for hosting
this event.
Throughout the 2012/2013
show season many smaller country
shows and regional shows were
attended by a dedicated group of
handlers.
Many of these handlers have
had successes in the interbreeds
and all breeds classes.
In particular, congratulations
must go to Sandy and Katherine
Moore and Sally Yearbury and sister Jude, who have been very successful in both the show ring and

Sally’s sister Jude showing yearling
bull Rancho Radiata Horatio in
the British breeds category at the
Waikato Show.

in promoting the breed.
The highlight of the year for the
group will be the upcoming Royal
New Zealand A&P show to be held
in Feilding in December.
Hours of work has been put in
by Judy Sainsbury and Mike
Harnett, as well as many other
local members.
Many of the members within the
group are aiming to attend the
show, with an individual Lowline
class igniting people’s interest.
As well as the regular classes
there will also be a young handlers’

Sally Yearbury showing yearling heifer Ploughbright Holiday in the British
Breeds category, Waikato Show.

event, along with many cups and
trophies which have been sponsored by individual studs.
This looks to be a great event for
members and a great avenue for
promotion of our amazing breed.
The group is looking forward
to another eventful year in pro-

moting our particular breed.
If you are interested in more
information about the group feel
free to contact either our secretary
David Clee at cleedavid@gmail.
com or alternatively chairman
Matthew Butler at lonestarlowlines
@gmail.com.

NEW ZEALAND SOUTH ISLAND PROMOTION GROUP

Show season kicks off
By DEBBIE GUTHRIE,
SILPG secretary

O

UR show season is just
under way with several
shows being attended
by members exhibiting
their Lowline cattle.
Harvey Rhodes of Edsal Lowline
Stud had great success at Ellesmere,
winning all his classes and taking
out second prize in the all breeds
with his cow and calf against six

Our focus this
year was on
bulls in the
dairy industry.
other breeds. Other shows coming
up are Rangiora, Amberley and
Canterbury.
The latter is our main show with

more than 600 cattle entries
entered over all the breeds.
Phil and Kay Worthington of
Woolstone Park Lowlines are back
again this year in the show ring
and will also be bringing with
them a strong contingent of enthusiastic Rangiora High School students to help out and compete in
the youth competitions.
In October we had a Lowline
feature published in the Straight
Furrow, a national farming publi-

cation distributed free to 82,000
farming households throughout
the nation.
Our focus this year was on
Lowline bulls in the dairy industry
and also the experience of a local
butcher who was impressed
with the quality of the Lowline
beef.
Inquiries from the feature have
been steady with a noticeable
trend towards the establishment of
commercial Lowline herds.
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O’Hara Lowline Stud
Breeding Champions of the Future

To Contact Tracey & Wayne Hall of Windsor NSW Australia
Email: tracey374@hotmail.com
Mobile: 0407 663 045 or www.oharalowlinestud.com
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Winning Supreme Exhibit & Small Breed Interbreed, at the Royal Melbourne
Show 2013 is a colossal achievement for Master Gerald our 10 month old bull.
Judge Michael Ireland, Buln, Buln, Victoria was very impressed and
commended Gerald for his depth and length, good legs and feet.
Weighing 349 kgs, EMA (Eye Muscle Area) of 73 square centimetres, Mr
Ireland said Gerald was a “Real Little Meat Machine”.

